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sets for the Elite Controllers and Kings.

STORMS

CHINA

What of the storms in the U.S. today?
What about the ones in other parts of the
world? Yes, I realize that you ones of our
readers are almost all from the U.S. and
since that is the location from which I am
working-I can understand and actually
request, that we must stick closely to the
U.S. in h a p p e n i n g e U a sthe U.S. goes,
so goes the world!"
I have explained to you how storms
can be directed and how tornados are
manufactured and you have just experienced another act of terrorism far greater
than any in a "Traden building-and,
you get to blame God. (See Soltec's
writing on page 19 for more on this recent
major "manufactured"storm.)
The point is, citizens, to not look the
other way into the distractions as you
have your nation and world "takenn
while you have your "blind side* on.
What is happening in the political circles
can only devastate the world for freedom
and glean the worldly property and as-

Since we just wrote of China in the
just prior writing-I would have you look
at 'today". It is reported that the hardline Chinese in power have just destroyed
the 'democratic* plan and have come
down with massive power against the
ones pushing it. A s the power controls
are pressed in Russia and the more 'Soviet" power comes down with t h e
Kissinger Associates in places like
SerbiaIBosnia-more and more show and
tells will be coming out of China.

b
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U.S.A. HEADINGS
The British Khazarian Banksters just
about have you-the-people where you
are harmless to their plans. The only
unfortunate thing is that you have 'actupwjust when the defense system of the
U.S. is about to fold completely and go
away, making room for massive incarceration centers AND a n influx of more
U.N. Troops/Police Force.
I I

II

Most people are going to fully believe
the insanity and stupidity of the idea
that spending more, raising taxes and
then lying about both will magically "fixn
E V E R ~ T ~ I N GYOU
.
seem t o think that
higher taxes will simply hurt the "next
guy" and NOT you. Woe unto you in that
misperception for there are relatively few
left with jobs to pay more of anything. The
truth is that by far the majority of people
refuse to face any kind of 'reality". You
will simply be sucked dry and vital portions of your lives will be amputated-but
not cleanly-it will be an agonizing 'infectious" process. I suggest, however, that
almost NONE will act in time to change a
thing. Consequences of this plan of the
adversary in power is going to be terrible
beyond your ability to believe.
DEFICIT
What about the deficit? Won't it help
to get that sucker cut back? NO. Right
now the only thing that will happen in
cutting the deficit is to cause interest
rates to rise. YOU think you are in a
(Please see STORMS,page 29)
\
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services and resources, you essentially see

Nora's =search
WILLIAM LLOYD GARRISON AND
The Libemtor..

...

.

The last time The United States of
America was involved in a great internal
division was due to the "institution" of
slavery. Many great men led the moral
fight for freedom of all men in America, the
j1"lgh.t to abolish slavery! William Lloyd
Garrison was one of these staunch, uncompromising leaders who saw very early
that America could not remain strong and
free and allow half of its population to be
enslaved. This article is about William
Lioyd Garrison and is dedicated to him and
his great moral influence on the American
landscape prior to and during the Civil War
between the Northern and Southern States
of America ( 186 1- 1865).
Taking captives into slavery has been
an ancient practice among conquerors.
During expansionist wars and raids on
every continent the aggressors captured
slaves of all races and colors to man ships,
work the land, labor in the mines, and fight
in the army. Slavery provided aggressors
with a continual source of manpower and thus the means to continue their ex-

Corner

pansions. Slavery also produced great
economic and political power for these
same people. Taking people into slavery for
the use of the conquerors, or to sell at a
price, became a way of life for many aggressive, cruel and unscrupulous men. The
slaves were, except in a very few cases,
treated as less-than-human beings -and
most certainly they had no rights!
There were, of course, down through
the centuries, many kinds of slavery.
Women were considered the "property" of
their husbands in too many cultures, and
"serfs" were regarded as the property of
landowners. Indeed, even now, in this
"sophisticated" latter twentieth century,
although the word "slavery" is not used,
many, many people have lost control of
their lives and production to monopolies,
large landowners, unfair trade practices,
tyrants, conspirators in government, financial plutocrats and ignorance, to name
just a few of the "enslaving" problems.
Whenever you see someone, or groups
of powerful someones, who deem it their
"right" to be maintained in undue luxury
and power at the expense in time or resources of the people who provide these

a slaver. The label given to slavery, and the
methods used have changed. The purpose
has always been for the personal wealth,
power, aggrandizement and their perpetuity by a few who consider themselves some
kind of "elite", the "favored" few! None of
these have the will or the integrity to work
for the good of all, or to adequately pay for
the services rendered or resources plundered. They are exploiters of people and OF
the Earth. Parasites!
The institution of slavery had a hold on
the American Colonies before the Revolutionaxy War, after which America gained
its independence from England (1776).
Several European countries had colonies
or groups of settlers well established in
America (England, France, Germany and
Spain)and the slave traders, who now were
kidnapping African Blacks, were busy.
There was money to be made in slavetrading and the use of slaves. In particular,
the large plantation owners of the Southern states provided a ready market. They
needed field hands.
Although slavery in America was not
limited to the Southern States, it was certainly most openly practiced there as a
"cultural" right. It was the custom of most
wealthy persons to get and keep "servants", most of whom were not paid any
wages, as such. The idea of any kind of
"fair payment for services rendered" came
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ABOLITIONIST.
William Lloyd Garrisoh (left) helped turn antislavery into a crurode. The movement's moralistic tone
is reflected in the handbill announcement (cenfer) a n d the p l a c a r d ( r i g h t ) a t t a c k i n g the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850.
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rather late, and is still tentative in many very", in the first issue after Garrison
countries. The 'servants" were thus de- became associated with it, "he distinctly
pendent on the "masters" for their keep, avowed the doctrine that immediate emanand that was generally the sum of what cipation was the right of the slave and the
they received. In most cases, their 'living duty of the master."
According to Lippimtt's Didionary, it
standards" were poor indeed, if adequate
at all. Most 'servants" or "slaves" had a was not long after that when Mr. Garrison,
short life from years of hard work, actual "denounced with great severity certain
abuse or little care and no hope of a better persons engaged in the domestic slavefuture. A s might be expected, many tried trade", and declared his purpose to 'cover
with thick infamy" all who were implicated
to escape.
After the American Revolution, Con- therein. He was, in consequence, tried and
gress passed the Fugitive Slave Act (1793), convicted for libel.
which gave legal support to masters seekBeing unable to pay the costs he was
ing runaways. By this time, slavery had committed to prison for two months. A
been abolished in most of the Northern Book Of Days In Ameriarn History states
states. In response to the act of 1793, the that on April 17, 1830, 'In Baltimore,
Northern states passed "personal liberty" abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison begins
laws intended to protect their citizens a jail sentence after proving unable to pay
against unscrupulous slave catchers who a $50 fine. Garrison was convicted for his
might seize or kidnap free Negroes claimed remarks about a shipowner who transby Southern masters.
ported slaves. Such men, he said, were
Many Northerners and Southerners fa- 'enemies of their own species'." Arthur
vored the gradual abolition of slavery, and Tappan, a merchant of New York, paid his
there was the freest expression of opinion fine and released him.
According to the Encyclopedia Amerion the subject. Unfortunately, Eli Whitney's
cotton gin was making the slave system cana, Garrison broke with Lundy on the
enormously profitable, and after the Mis- matter of Colonization, and proposed to
souri Compromise (1820), the South in- publish an antislavery paper that would
sisted that states should be admitted to the rouse the country. The Liberator began
Union only in pairs, one slave and one free. publication in Boston on Jan. 1, 1831. It
Now enter William Lloyd Garrison onto was supported mainly by free Negroes and
this scene. William Lloyd Garrison, a never had more than 3,000 subscribers,
strong and vocal opponent of slavery, was but its editorial policy was unprecedented
born in the small coastal town of and uncompromising. It denounced slaveNewburyport, Massachusetts, on Decem- holding as a crime, held that a moderate
ber 12, 1804 (not 1805, as stated in some approach gave comfort to partisans of slapublications, according to Lippincott's very, and demanded 'immediate" aboliUniversalhnouncingDictionaryofBiogm- tion. 'Garrison did not expect immediate
phi
M~thologylaction, but considered it immoral to treat
After trying an apprenticeship at cabi- slavery as a legitimate institution and
net-making, at about fourteen years of age, maintained that honorable people ought to
and fmding it unsuitable, he prevailed repudiate the system."
upon his trademaster to release him.
In general, "Abolitionist literature beShortly thereafter he was placed with Mr. gan to appear about 1820 and increased in
E.W. Allen, Editor of the Nmburyport Her- volume until the Civil War. The antislavery
press published newspapers and periodiald, to learn the art of printing.
He soon learned the mechanical part of cals, sermons and addresses, reports of
the business and began to write -at first Abolitionist societies, correspondence,and
anonymously - for the Herald, and other the memoirs of runaway slaves."
papers. Before he was twenty years old he
The Nat Turner slave uprising in Vircontributed to the Salem [Massachusetts] ginia in August, 1831, stirred Southern
Guzette a series of well written articles fears that Negroes were being incited to a
which attracted much attention. Upon the state of rebellion. Part of the blame was
expiration of his apprenticeship to Mr. directed to Garrison, and Southern states
Allen, in 1826, Garrison became the man- outlawed circulation of The Liberator and
ager of his own paper, called the FreePtess, sought to prosecute him."
published in Newburyport.
According to the Encyclopedia
In 1827 Mr. Garrison became Editor of Arnericuna's article on Fugitive SlaveLaws,
the lvational Philanthropist, published in "The spectacular rise of the antislavery
Boston, being the f i s t paper in America movement in the 1830's focused attention
devoted to the advocacy of 'total absti- on fugitive slaves. One fugitive, Frederick
nence". About theend of 1829 heaccepted Douglass, who escaped from bondage in
an invitation from Benjamin Lundy to as- Maryland in 1838, became a symbol of the
sist in the Editorship of the Genius of injustices perpetuated against sensitive,
Universal Emanciption, published in Bal- intelligent slaves. Many people became
timore. While this paper had 'previously active on behalf of the Blacks. Levi Coffin,
advocated the gradual abolition of sla- Thomas Garrett, Rev. Charles T. Torrey,
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Rev. John Rankin, and Isriac T. Hopper,
among others, challenged fugitive slave
enactments and aided the escape of many
Negroes through the so-called 'Underground Railroad", especially from the border states of Maryland, Virginia and Kentucky. Harriet Tubman was outstanding
among the Negroes who helped runaway
slaves."
There were many incidences of abuse of
slaves, runaways, legal actions, etc., which
kept attention focused on the moral crime
of slavery. In maintaining this spotlight of
attention, William Lloyd Garrison was the
foremost author and was considered the
'conscience of the nation" through his
activities both in publishing, editing, organizing and leading the New England
Antislavery Society, as well as by attending
conferences and exerting political pressure.
The New England Antislavery Society
was based on the immediate abolition of
slavery. Its membership was composed of
"local Negroes along with elements of the
aristocracy, notably Rev. Samuel J. May,
Ellis Gray Loring, David Lee Child, and
Samuel E. Sewall".
So great was the excitement produced
by The Liberator, that Mr. Garrison's life
was more than once in 'utmost peril". His
friends entreated him to go armed in selfdefence - but his non-resistance principles prevented him from doing so. Garrison took for his motto 'MY COUNTRY I S
THE WORLD, MY COUNTRYMEN ARE ALL
MANKIND"....'In 1840 he was sent as a
delegate to the World's Antislavery Convention held in London; but refused to take
his seat, because the female delegatesfrom
the United States were excluded." (Ref.,
Lippimtt's Didionary)
In addition to The Libemtor, a weekly
that continued to publish until 1865, 'a
brilliant group of orators, philanthropists,
and political leaders kept the political issue before the people. Among them were
Wendell Phillips, Charles Sumner, Gerrit
Smith, and Lucretia Mott, all of whom
worked unceasingly for the fight against
slavery." (Ref., Encyclopedia Americana's
article "Abolitionists".)
The pendulum swung back and forth in
the political arena between the legality of
the Fugitive Slave Laws (which made the
ownership of slaves legal and provided
laws for the return of runaway slaves to
their masters), and the opposing legality of
the 'personal liberty" laws passed by the
Northern states. Several well publicized
cases began to sway public opinion in the
North, but the Southerners retained a
strong political power and the Congress
passed, in 1850, a stronger Fugitive Slave
Act designed to end the traffic in runaways.
This act aroused wholesale opposition in
the North and resulted in the enactment of
a number of additional "personal liberty"
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liavvs.
"In 1857, ChiefJustice Roger B. Taxley,
speaking for the U.S. Supreme Court on
the case SmIt V. Sanfard, confimed the
validity of the Fugitive Slave Act by coneluding Zlhat slavery could not be confined
to the slave states. This decision denied
contentions that Northerners had a Constitutional right to impede slave taw enfurcement. Freesoilers then committed
themwlves to the doctrine that there was a
"higher law" than the U.S. Constitution
(See Dred Scott Case.)". (Ref., E q c l o p e dia Amricana article "Fugitive Slave
tawsW.)
This final decision, in 1857, of the Supreme Court, regarding the legality of the
mgitive Slave Act, which was passed by
Congess in 1850, and which strengthened the original Act of 1793, seemed to
indicate that slavery would not be ended
through moraf prsuasion or political action, Anti-Southern feeling was now increased in the Nortk. Garrison, "although

discontinued, the
had been establis
ibeen fully accompli&d.
"Not long afterwards his fiends set on conseienee
foot a sub
testimonial for
the antislavery
dollars was rai
March, 1868."
article "Garriso
Mr. Wendell
Antislavery
nation. Th
Mr.

lopediaAlaerioana article "Car,
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And, indeed he was, proving once again that 1829, Articles:

""

William lfoyd Garrison

THE TRUTH WILL ALWAYS 'OUTJI

Wsident A b ~ LincoinJs
m
Emancipa-

on h d m a ~ o nwhich
,
went into eRmt in

tfne issue of Fu@~ve
Slaves in
&tes. The m ~ e e n t b
hendment in 1865 ended leg& davery in ~e
Tf~ltedSfjates. (Author Lo\nis Filler, %hs& A g m ' e Skww, 1830-1860,as shown
in ~e artiicle "Flx@eve Slave Laws" in the
186
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son
resie;ned the presidency of the Antislavery
WieQ-an oace he had held unhtenziptedly for Wenty-two years."...,"md in Decemkr of the same year ?'he Libemof was
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A s Mr. Green heads for Texas to cause
a great gentleman octogenarian to be coerced into somehow "thinking" he gave
$350,000 in gold to George Green's persond life-style4 think he might well be
surprised.

We are told that the Texas State Attorney General WANTS Mr. Green for past
indiscretions. I s it not interesting haw
truth Rows as the lies get so entangled
that they emnot be longer presented
instead? So, to you who ask, "What are
Mr. Green?*I respond:
you doing lo
NOT A THIN
r. Green is making his
own bed in which he shall lie for a long
time to come. I believe he is using
'sheets') that fit not the mattress. If you
use a king-sized sheet on a twin-sized
bed--you have a lot of wrinkles. If you do
not fit the living to the Truth-you have
a very rumpled bed which shall entrap
you.
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GET THE FUNDS TAKEN BY MR. GREENTHAT WILL COVER IT AU1
If you check the current America West
Remember that great book I asked you to
get? It was on the subject of the "Bush- catalog you will find CONSPMTORS' hlIERwhackef. Well, intmstingty enough, the AU- ARCHY: 77-E THECOUMIITEE OF 300 by "Dr.
THOR (whoisNOT RussellS. Bowem as lt8ted John Coleman" [AKAJoseph Pavlonski]. This
in the c
a
w of that book paid George Green book was completely formatted, edited and
some$60,000topublishthatbook Georgegave made camera ready by the Editors and crew
him back $500 to uclinchthe deal". The author at the PHOENIX JOURNAL/ LIBERAmR ofnow tells E.J. that thousands of those books fice. Not even a "thank you" was returned to
were sold by George Green and he (theauthor) any at this location and hundreds upon
has not seen one cent--fiuther, he is unable to hundreds of those volumes have been soldget any of his own books (sound fixndh-3).You undercutting Dr. Coleman. George Green
who want to continue tofeel that we are abusing came crossways with Coleman and kept all
Mr. Green do not have priorities straght as volumes in print at the time and continues to
concerns the work of GOD! You do not "just print more. I make no comment as to John
accidentally" take hundreds of thousands of Coleman-but two wrongs do not make a
dollars fmm people illicitly, for your own use, rrght.
then destmy the ones from whom you stole and
The interesting thing about the GEORGE
O ~
continue to be protected h m discuvery by the BUSH:77B T H E A ~ BIOGRAPHYby
Hosts of God. Somehow it is that some of you Tarpley 8& Chaitkin is that this book was run
pemive that 'T am rnakmg up this sto~y. in chapter format and published by W N m
F'urtherand any afpuwho are d d - Federalist. When I asked to use this book
ing your funds back fram the Phoedx Insti- George said that The N a u Fedemlist would
tute no matter how it damages aIl others in not so much as allow America West to dis'LheInstitute(atthedemaadafmeGreen) tribute the book. We had permission to run
will get it back JUST AS SOON AS WE CAN excerpts in the paper but would not be
IMMACUL,AT% D E C m N

allowed to so much as %andleBthe book
itself. (333) Seems to me that America West
has it listed quite conspicuously on the front
page of their catalog.
Perhaps this sounds like good business to
you readers-it is unacceptable to me and the
ones here darting to do absolutely eveq&ing
both legally and morally conrect. Even if you lie
to all the public, does it not seem even worse to
steal and lie to your own Y b i l f ' partners? I
leave the d i m e n t and judgment of actions
into your own attending for we have some
readerswho cancelsubscriptionsbecause w u
dmw oonclusions FOR me" and it is somehow
resented.
I am going to repeat something: Mr. Green
appeared on a Pittsburgh, PA d o station
(KDKA]a few nights ago and SAID: "....I get my
infomation h m Hatonn and Soltecwho hover
m u n d me aJl the time." B.S.!! and, when
talkingabout moneyand hisown d e n t i a l she
said to the effect that "Iowned a bank and I have
wer amillion dollars." Then why would he need
to steal h m the ones efiorting to survive while
HE HOLDS ALL THE PROPEKI'Y AND THE
FUNDS??
So, "conclusions" are yours.

October Surprise & Money Surprises
Short Road To Chaos And Destruction
31 10193 #1 HATONN

RUSSBACHER AGAIN
Gunther sends his regards to all of you
readers-from
beautiful downtown
Jefferson City, Missouri PRISON. Indeed
he is a "political" prisoner-but it certainly affords no more freedom than any
other where he, further, is kept isolated for
'security" reasons.
He appreciated our running his material in the LIBERATOR,but suggested we
should have run the "other material" he
sent first. Well, we ran what we got1 Since
then, however, acopy ofwhat was intended
to go first has been provided, so we'll offer
it now. I agree, it would have been good to
have run it first-but we have to work with
that which the government spies allow u s
to have.
QUOTING:

THE SHORT ROAD TO CHAOS
AND DESTRUCTION
by Gunther Karl Russbacher
Editor's note: Navy Captain Gunther
Russbacher is a 28 year veteran of the

United States Intelligence Community,
(Officeof Naval Intelligence, attached to the
Central Intelligence Agency). During all of
that time he has operated as a deep black
covert operative. In 1980 Captain
Russbacher flew then vice-presidential
candidate George Bush from a secret meeting near Paris in what has become known
as "The October Surprise". In 1989, Captain Russbacher married, against direct
orders, Rayelan Allan, an investigative researcher who was working to expose the
October Surprise scandal. Captain
Russbacher was arrested two days after
their marriage and has been incarcerated
the entire time of their marriage.
He is currently serving a 2 1 year sentence in Missouri for allegedly stealing a
sum of less than $20,000. The $20,000
sum was made up from claims from 26
former clients of his stock brokerage firm,
National Brokerage Company, a CIA proprietary. All of the claims were paid in full,
by Russbacher or his insurance company,
years before the prosecution, which took
place 18months after the statute of limitations had expired. In most states those
charges, because of their small amount,
would have ended up in small claims court.
The case is currently on appeal with the

Missouri Supreme Court. p:Well,I don't
consider $20,000 a small aaaount but
since there ismore to the story, I beliwe
we s h d not jump to wrong conclus i o W b r as stated, all sums had been
paid in M. And, this charge came
AFTER THE EXPIRATION (18 MONTHS)
OF THE STATUTE OF LIMITATIONS.
There u e some legal discrepancies here
but we won't hang up on them sin- they
are irrdevant to this doxy.]
From his prison cell, in a maximum
security Missouri prison, Russbacher is
holding talks with the Senate October Surprise Taskforce. He is trying to bring forth
hard proof, which will conclusively show
that George Bush was in France in October
of 1980, and did make a deal with Iran to
delay the release of the 52 Embassy
hostages...a deal that defeated President
Jimmy Carter in his 1980 re-election bid.
MONOGRAPH
(September 1992)
Navy Captain Gunther Karl Russbacher,
who worked with Navy Intelligence, and
assigned to the CIA, Langley, Va., received
a telephone call at his home in St. Louis, in
mid-October 1980. He was instructed to
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meet a TWA flight and take it to Washing- dent after Quayle quits. This will set the moved on the hot pavement. Little did I
ton D.C. From there he was met by a car scenario for a Bush win, (becauseof the 50 suspect, as I drove back to my hotel, that
and brought to the Base Hospital at million Perot followers) after which he will tonight's dinner was going to be more than
Andrews Air Force Base. At 1900 hours (7 resign. Perot will become president, par- just a friendly gathering.
p.m.) he was greeted by two militw per- don Bush... and then-business as usual.
After a shower, shave and fresh clothes,
sonnel in flight suits, handed flight papers Gunther K. Russbacher will become a leg- I arrived at the restaurant. I arrived early
and boarded a BAC 111 aircraft. Destina- end in his own time, as a great American so I could have a drink and check out the
tion? Paris! Purpose of the mission was Patriot who tried to save his country.
place. 1made my way through the restauunknown at the time.
I'm proud to lend my name as his friend. rant, heading for the bar. Hopefully no one
Richard Breneke, a U.S. Navy pilot, was
noticed my surprise when I saw the group
doing a pre-flight check when Russbacher
Hal Massey
who had already gathered. It was a weekclosed the cockpit door. He had no knowlend, the place should have been empty.
edge of who else was aboard the aircraft.
[H: Obviously the political story did But it was filled with high level government
Breneke had already testified that he was not unfold as above. However, remem- types, most of whom I knew. My friend
on the aircraft and his testimony was up- ber that I gave you the same story at the from workwas already in the bar. Judging
held by a federaljury. Russbacher testifies time of happening prior to the election. from the half-filled drink in his hand, he
that he did not look into the passenger IT WAS PLANNED EXACTLY AS DE- had arrived early with the same intent in
cabin until he was over the Atlantic. The SCRIBED AND SIMPLY GOT TOO HOT mind. The three others he mentioned this
plane was refueled in Newfoundland, land- TO HANDLE. CLINTON WAS ALREADY afternoon were with him.
ing later at Le Bourget Airport near Paris. GROOMED AND APPROVED BY THE
After exchanging the usual banal forms
300
Who did Russbacher see in the cabin? ELITE
THROUGH
T H E of greetings, we were led into the dining
George Bush, William Casey, Donald Gregg, BILDERBERGERS AND THE ELITE room. Over hors d'oeuvres I realized that I
Richard Allen, Robert Gates, Jennifer WANTED NO POSSIBILITY OF SETBACKS was in the midst of a serious meeting. The
Fitzgerald, and others un-named. The OF THE MAGNITUDE OF PRESIDEN- others who were present (with the excepcrew checked into the Hotel Florida and TIAL IMPEACHMENTAFTER THIS ELEC- tion of one man, who was employed by one
within three hours Russbacher was called TION. THEY HAVE LESS THAN 7YEARS of the wire services), were all top echelon
back to duty. His mission-fly George TO PULL OFF THEIR PLAN 2000.1
government employees. Together we repBush back in an SR-7 1, the CIA Blackbird,
resented the elite of the investigative and
*
*
*
from a French Air Force Base to Dover Air
intelligence communities. You didn't need
Force Base. Because of security leaks in
a mensa IQ to realize something was going
[H: As will be noted and likely already on here. To slam home the point, a guy
Paris, the SR-71 was diverted to McGuire
Air Force Base in New Jersey. The SR-71 has been, by you readers--Captain from the State Department read our
flight took one hour and 14 1/2 minutes, Russbacher has a flair for writing which evening's agenda. We were apprised that
being refueled 1,800 nautical miles over might very well be as expressive as any dinner would be brief so we should eat fast.
we have wer had the privilege of shar- A helicopter would pick u s up and take us
the Atlantic.
July 9, 1992, top officialsin the Penta- fng. I would, therefore, indulge myself to a specicll manufQdunngpla&.
Not knowing when we'd eat again, we
gon called a top secret meeting with leaders in suggesting that while he has nothing
he followed his suggestion and ate quickly, in
of the House and Senate, which lasted to do with his isolation tim-t
until 2:00 p.m. the next day. By 5:00 p.m., give us nome Jam- Bond stories nince studied silence. We were soon told that the
July 10, 1992 the Pentagon had confis- the author of those o d g h h k panned helicopters were waiting, ready to take us
cated the 'Football", (code name for the on wer here. I betlievewe canbuildq t e deep into Maryland countryside. We left
nuclear code box)an effective military coup. a nice m u b t for him-erhaps
the table and boarded, still not knowing
It was essentially the same as August 1, get him on the Uoutnidento eqjoy his where we were going or why.
The flight was, thankfully, uneventful
1974, when the Pentagon did the same rewards for urns Oiv. it a nerious
and
the craft softly deposited us on the
thing to Richard Nixon, who, nine days thought, Gunther.]
lawn in front of the corporate offices of a
later, resigned. The single event which
CHAPTER ONE
large manufacturing plant. I offered the
caused this secret meeting was...A 'cockguess that the firm was considering an
pit Video", which has now been authentiexpansion or maybe desired a government
NEW CURRENCY. FEDERAL
cated as true, sho fling George Bush and
contract. Possibly they were looking for
RESERVE AND DEBIT CARDS
Russbacher at the time and place, in Paris,
government assistance to fund their currelating to the 52 hostages held in Iran for
The story of my investigation into the rent projects. At that point, all specuhthe political purposes of being elected Vice
One-World monetary cabal begins in the tions were pure conjecture.
President in 1980.
It was plain to all of us that we were on
At the same time Bush disappeared and elevator at Langley Center (Headquarters
surfaced at the James Baker ranch in for the Central intelligence Agency in the scene as representatives of our respecWyoming, for a top level strategy meeting McLean, Virginia). I had just fmished a tive bureaus and agencies. The mceting
to counter the Pentagon's actions. Almost field exercise designed to certify me for was to be with various high corporate
simultaneously H. Ross Perot backed out further operations status. I had nanowly officials, along with members of a U.S.
Senator's office and the mayor's office of a
of public efforts for the presidency... But, passed.
On
the
elevator
a
friend
invited
me
to
large
Maryland metropolis.
he is your next president, by way of the
After receiving an impressive tour of the
25th Amendment. However, have you no- join him and three others for dinner. Knowticed Perot's high pmfde in the media? Do ing that my plane wasn't due out until facility, one of the members of our group
you really think Ross has given up?
0800 hours the following morning, I ac- asked why the f m was planning such a
Russbacher's revelations an directly cepted. I needed a shower so I hurriedly major expansion. The corporate official in
responsible for the political demise of Gea-rge walked over to my car and began to drive charge of the tour replied, W e are one of
Bush, togethef with the criminal indict- back to the city. It was a sweltering day in three companies k i n g considered by the
ments coming down on him at the time. the Capitol. The air appeared to stand still. United StatesTreasuryDepartment to build
Bush will appoint Ross Perot as Vice Presi- Mosquitoesangrily attacked anything that the printing presscs that will print the new
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U.S. currency."
We all looked at each other. The expressions on our faces said it all. 'What new
U.S. currency?" Not a word was spoken.
We were as speechless at that moment as
we would have been if we had been lobotomized by the painless methods of chemical
ingestion. Here we were, all of us high level
government officials, learning about the
planned new currency without any warning or introduction. [H:Obviously Capt.
Russbacher WAS NOT A LIBERATOR
READER!I] It was almost as if the information had been purposely leaked to us
through the grapevine.. .through a private,
non-governmental source. The corporate
official, when probed about the matter,
and unorthodox manner of approach,
claimed he didn't know much beyond what
he had already told us.
When I returned to my office at Langley
the following day, 1 couldn't help but wonder what last night was all about. I entered
the entire proceedings into my Weekly Assessment Report, known within our circles
as the 'WAR" reports. Over the next
several weeks, I spent a great deal of time
investigating the proposed printing of the
new currency and the purpose behind it. I
discovered soon enough that others were
asking questions as well.
(Oneof those individuals was Congressman Ron Paul of Texas, who served on the
Congressional committee dealing with the
Treasury Department on this particular
matter.)
In essence, I had learned that the plans
to issue a new currency were international
in scope, at least a dozen major countries
were planning, or had specific plans, for
coming out with new money. They included Switzerland, Germany, the United
Kingdom, Canada, France, Italy, Australia, Brazil and several others.
I engaged my network to gather information on these proposed changes. Soon
the information began flowing into my terminal. The picture began to clear. Several
of the afore named countries had already
issued new currencies in various denominations. Most of these new currencies had
two things in common... they had bare
spots, about the size of a fifty cent coin,
usually on the left-hand side of the bill.
Upon closer inspection of these currencies,
it was evident that they also contained
m e t a l .Nament or element strips, enabling special devices to detect the currencies as they passed through airport.
or across international boundaries.
If the currencies are held over a light, a
three-dimensional image (hologram) becomes apparent in the blank spot. The
images, barely visible to the naked eye, are
seemingly always of prominent world figures, and cannot be reproduced on copiers. The effort to create the "new money"
was internationally coordinated.
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Rumor had it that these currencies
would later receive a common image linking them together in an international monetary system. Several years have passed
since I first learned about the proposed
new currency. Although it has been printed,
and is stored in Treasuryvaults, the actual
issuance of the currency has, for some
unknown reason, been delayed. Based
upon my information, a s a member of the
United States Intelligence community, it
seems clear that, if we were to enter into a
world government in the near future, the
first step, from a monetary standpoint,
would include the establishment of an
international currency system.
It must be stated that due to the rapid
advances in electronic banking technology
and the proven willingness of consumers
to quickly adapt to these changes, the
chances of by-passing the new currencies
and going directly to an electronic (cashless) system are increasing exponentially.
If the powers that be perceive the public to
be ready and prepared for such a move, I
believe they wouldn't hesitate to make this
jump all at once, even in spite of the large
investment that has already been made in
the new currency.
If this were to be the case, the main
focus of international finance would, without doubt, shift toward promoting international debit cards, which are already gaining widespread acceptance because of their
convenience. [H:No, it is not an accident
that the next subject via McAhrany is
T o d a Cashless S
o
c
w
.Indeed,
we have written about these thingsover
and over and over again, howwer, h ' t
it nice to hear from a good-old earthbound Uauthority"?] Long time antagonists of these cards, such as Austria, Germany and Switzerland, have always believed in a true cash and carry society.
They have already, with great regret, lost
the battle to the debit card banking
schemes.
To make a purchase, the card is passed
through a scanning device. After making a
positive identification, your bank account,
or credit account, is automaticallycharged
or debited with the amount of the purchase. The willingness of consumers to
accept such a single card for world-wide
use is already past the test market stage.
Even my household has not been spared.
We have received the new AT&Tcard which
is being promoted by the intriguingcommercial...' One World, One Card". The implications are most clear. Big Brother is at
our very door. However, This Bg Brother
should not be confused with Orwell's for it
is not the Big Brother of our national
government, but rather, and more omin o u s i t is BIG BROTHER of world-wide
proportions.
Once such debit/credit cards have
gained world-wide acceptance, everything

would be in place for the'next and final
step, which would be to force each individual to be tagged with a personal identification code without which he would be
unable to buy or sell. The technology for
such a world-wide electronic system is
already in place, and experiments with
such a mark have already been conducted
in several countries.
Other developments are underway a s
well. In the not too distant future, products on our grocery shelves may become
labeled with an invisible bar code. The
Universal Product Code (UPC),which most
of us have complained is an eye sore on
product packagmg, will no longer be visible. It will still be there, however, only the
scanner will be able to read it. Once the
transition to an invisible code begins to
take place, it will only be a matter of time
before humans are tattooed with a similar
mark. Wake up America! The implications
to personal freedom are staggering1 I emphasize the tattoo in order to bring this
discussion down to a personal level. If the
globalist cabal has their way, their system
will become operational by 1994. To understand how all this fits together, it's
important to understand some of the finer
points of monetary history.
Recently passed interstate banking laws
have made this global centralization possible by allowing strength and swallow
mergers. I am saying that many of the
smaller banks have been virtually eaten by
the big ones.. .at an alarming rate. Over a
12state region stretching from New York to
the Carolinas, only three New York
superbanks control over 85%of all banking assets. The same can be said for the
First Interstate System, which is now in
place from the Pacific West to the middle of
the heartland of America. The writing is on
the wall, surely it is finally going to be read.
CHAFTER TWO
BANKS AND OIL COMPANIES
(All the same?)
I had ample opportunity to study the
American banking system while serving as
an operative for the Central Intelligence
Agency's Proprietary Operations Division.
After all,we had not only served as members of boards of directors, but more so,
held outright ownership of a number of
Savings and Loan institutions. I was well
in the know, but even I was shocked to
realize that I had merely scratched the
surface on the national and international
banking plot.
I discovered that the SAME forces behind the big bank mergers, already controlled the American banking industry, via
the Federal Reserve System. This has been
the case ever since the Fed's establishment
in 1913. Contrary to public belief, the
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Federal Reserve is NOT agovernment insti- fmance the Rockefeller Standard Oil dytution. It is a privately held corporation nasty, the Carnegie Steel empire, as well as
owned by -the stockholders. Until a few the Harriman railroad system. The
years ago, however, the names of those Rockefellers, who later became intermarwho owned the Federal Reserve were one of ried with the Carnegies, would go on to
the best kept secrets of international fi- finance many of America's leading capitalnance, due to a provision of the Federal ists, through Chase Manhattan and
Reserve Act, which stated that the identi- Citibank, both of which have long been
ties of the Fed's Class A stockholders not Rockefeller family banks. Many of these
be revealed,
families would also become intermarried
In our circles, it became widely known with the Rockefellers so that by 1937 one
that the Fed's principle owners, or stock- could trace 'an almost unbroken line of
holders (as they prefer to be called) were biological relationships from the
the ROTHSCHILD banks of London and Rockefellersthrough one-halfofthewealthiBerlin; LAZARD BROTHERS banksof Paris; est sixty families in the nation".
ISRAEL MOSES SEIF banks of Italy;
Owing much of their wealth to the
WARBU RG banks of Ham burg and Rockefellers, these families have become
Amsterdam; LEHMAN BROTHERS bank of loyalalliesof the'family". The Rockefellers,
New York; and GOLDMAN, SACHS banks on the other hand, owing their enormous
of New York. These interests own and fortune to the Rothschild banking empire,
operate the Federal Reserve System through have, for the most part, remained true and
approximately three hundred stockhold- loyal to them and their European interest.
ers, all of whom are very well known to each A s a direct result of this chain, much of
other, and frequently are related.
America's corporate wealth is ultimately
This can be understood better by know- 'traceable to the old money of Europe and
ing that a great deal of maneuvering and the ONE-WORLD INTERESTS of its memdeception accompanied the passage of the bers.
Federal Reserve Act. The original proposal,
In order to bring the reader up to speed,
calling for a central bank operated by in- and make the connection between the new
siders and private interests, was presented currency, the international debitlcredit
by Nelson Aldrich (the maternal gmndfa- card,the Federal Reserve System and the
t k r of today's Rockefeller brothers) and New World Order, it is imperativeto present
was known as the Aldrich Bill. This bill was a little American history within this report.
In 1911, the Supreme Court of the
narrowly put down, but was soon reintroduced and passed as the Federal Reserve United States ruled that Standard Oil had,
Act, (officially known as the Owens Glass in fact, long been in violation of the Sherman
Act.)
Anti-Trust Law. However, the problem
Because of the way in which the Federal goes back all the way to 1890, where
Reserve System was designed by its Standard Oil of Ohio, owned by John D.
founders, whoever controlled the Federal Rockefeller was refming more than 90% of
Reserve Bank of New York essentially con- all American crude oil and was well on its
trolled the entire system. For all practical way to international expansion politics.
purposes the Federal Reserve Bank of New Although J.D. and his family were the
York--1S-the Federal Reserve. Currently repeated subjects of congressional investimore than ninety of the 100 largest banks gations for anti-trust violations and crimiin the United States are located within this nal conspiracy, the investigationshad little
district.
or no effect on the family's business in
Class A stockholders control the entire progress. They always managed to stay a
Federal Reserve System by owning the step ahead of the federal government. The
stock of the m e s t member banks in the law was not able to thwart such illicit
New York Federal Reserve Bank. This maneuvering. The American people's hands
controlling interest is held by fewer than a were tied.
dozen international banking establishIt is worth noting that the 1911 action
ments, only four of which are factually did indeed cause the Rockefeller family
based in the United States. The rest of the empire a certain amount of legal difficuloutlying interests are European, with the ties. It brought them into the United States
most influential of these being the District Courts. A verdict was found in
Rothschild family in London.
favor of the government. The finn had to be
Each of the American interests are in split and many of the peripheral firms sold
some way connected to this family. In- off. The holding company was dissolved,
cluded among these are the Rockefellers its shares distributed among thirty-three
who are by far the most powerful of the companies in an attempt to break up the
Fed's American stockholders. (The monopoly. However, it soon became eviRockefellers' holdings in the Federal Re- dent that all the new companieswere owned
serve are primarily through Chase Man- by 'the same people (J.D. Rockefeller had
hattan Bank)..
25% of the stock in each of the new finns)
Through their U.S. and European 'and that there wasn't a shred of competiagents, the Rothschilds would go on to tion among ANY OF THEM!"
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Off-shoots of the original Standard Oil
Trust included Standard Oil of New Jersey
(today EXXON), Standard Oil of New York
(today MOBIL), Standard Oil of Caiifornia
(todayoperates under its name and CHEVRON), Standard Oil of Indiana (DX-BORON), Standard Oil of Ohio (SOHIOj, Standard Oil Company, Phillips 66, and many
lesser known others.
In 1966 (data supplied from my 'company", as aresult of congressional investigation headed by U.S. Representative
Wright Patman of Texas) it was discovered
that four of the world's seven largest oil
companies were under the direct ownership of and/or control of the Rockefeller
family. According to an earlier Operations
Report, the largest of these, Standard Oil of
New Jersey (EXXON)alone controlled 32 1
othermajorcorporations,includingHumble
Oil and Venezuela's OREOLE Petroleum,
themselves among the largest oil corporations in the world.
By 1975, the Rockefellers had gained
control of the single largest block of stock
in Atlantic Richfield (ARCO)and were believed to be in control of TEXACO as well.
(Therefore, it must be assumed that the
extremely large suit andjudgement against
Texaco was merely a put-on for the public,
and not a true verdict.)
Consider the true premise of a parent
company bringing suit against its darling
daughter. It was further noted that the
Rockefellers were operating major joint
ventures with the Royal Dutch Shell,which
was already in the hands of European oneworld interests. I am specifically referring
to the Royal Dutch Family. It was Queen
Juliana who was the sole owner of Shell.
Upon her daughter's (Beatrice)maniage to
Klaus (Germany), she divested herself of
the interests in Royal Dutch Shell. Substantial interests were offered and sold
through Credit Anstait Bank Verein, as
well as Union Bank of Switzerland.
END QUOTING FOR NOW.

+**
Dharma, let us have a little break please.
Since there is another court session tomorrow for you-I would Like to finish at least
this little information subject this afternoon. By the way, little one, ifyou wish the
baby parrot bird-get it. It can learn to sit
with us and would bring great joy, and
another purpose would be also served. Let
us give assistance where we can do soespecially without burden. Salu.
Hatonn to refrain from further comment on the subject in progress until we
finish the writing. I, actually, have little to
add as we have covered the subject material severaltimes prior to this. It is refreshing, however, to have new input and cause
readers to look 'again" or for the first time.
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Thank you.

York City. The cause of death, as listed on
the death certificate, was given as 'heart
*
failure", although more than enough evidence pointed to poisoning. It is my
31 10193 #2 HATONN
proferred opinion that Mr. McFadden was
poisoned by members of the cartel. Without proper court orders demanding the
THOUGHT AS WE SIT AGAIN
TO PEN
exhumation and forensic pathology tests,
we shall never know the true story.
During the 1950s,Congressman Carroll
When the physical wearies and the tasks
seem useless in the doing, remember: It is Reece of Tennessee headed what became
not ahuap the mingsyou do, pmcbus, known as the Reece Committee. The Comips o m the things yau Iearrc undone mittee was chargedwith conducting athorwhich gCw you a bit of hwvbrche-at ough investigation of the (then)major taxthescffinBoftheatn.
exempt foundations linked to the international money cartel. The investigation cenCONTINUATION OF QUOTING:
tered on those foundations and trusts actually owned and controlled by the
Rockefellers, Fords, and Carnegies, as well
THE SHORT ROAD
TO CHAOS CS DESTRUCTION
as the Guggenheim foundations. The fmdGunther K. Russbacher
ings regarding the wealth and absolute
Capt. U.S. Navy
power of these foundations were so trau(Ofice of Naval Intelligence, Attached matically overwhelming that many in conto the CIA)
gress found the information difficult to
believe. That disbelief was the door opener
CHAPTER THREE
for the continuation of the Machiavellian
machinations within the money industry.
MONEY INTERESTS AND
The disbelief and resultant inaction was
'COINCIDENTAL SUICIDINGn
also indirectly responsible for allowing CIA
Agency personnel to defrock the already
Our article deals with global strategists threatened Banking and Savings industry.
from both sides of the Atlantic. It should The implementation of this defrocking,
have seemed obvious to any American that thanks to Congressional Oversight Commajor problems were to be encountered mittees, waseasilyattained. Please bear in
with the continuation of the Fed System. mind, though, that the raping of the AmeriEver since the founding of the Federal can fmancial institutions began long beReserve, consistent effortshave been made fore the CIA Agency entered the picture.
by conservatives of both houses of ConDuring the 1960sand 1970s, Congressgress to have their leaders put a stop to the man Wright Patman of Texas also investiFed and to the dark forces behind it. With gated manipulations by these foundations,
the passing of each decade, there was at trusts and the Federal Reserve. Using his
least one valiant attempt to expose the influence as Chairman of the House Bankalready well known conspiracy.
ing Committee and later as Chairman of
Congressman Charles Lindbergh, Sr., other important committees, he repeatedly
the fatherof the famousaviator, was among tried to expose the so called 'One World
those who fought the passage of the dark Plot" by calling for audits of the Federal
Act and later managed to raise an investi- Reserve ana even trying to have the Act
gation into the cartel. His life was made repealed. However, the findings of each of
extremely difficult as a direct result of his committees, for some strange reason,
cryingfor such an investigation. Lindbergh were unable to attract any attention from
had openly yelled his warning to Congress the media. Patman, and others who have
and to the American people. It was all to no gone after and before him, frequently stated
avail. No one would hear his cry in the and vented his frustration over his lack of
wilderness.
press and media coverage. On one occaIt must be noted that Lindbergh's ef- sion he stated, "Our expoes of the Federal
forts to expose the plot were followed by Reserve Board are shocking and scandalthose of Congressman Louis T. McFadden, oils, but they are only printed in the daily
who chaired the House Banking and Cur- Congressional Record, which is read by
rency Committee for a ten year period. [See very few people."
the pmphelic text of McFadden's most faIn the 1970s and the 1980s, Congressmous and fiery speech on the Fedeml Re- man Larry McDonald was the one who
serve,just recently reprinted in the 2/2/93 spearheaded the efforts against the Bush
LIBERATOR.] During his tenure, three version of the New World Order. In 1976,
attempts were made on his life. First, he he wrote the introduction to the Rockefeller
was shot, in Washington D.C., and then File, a book exposing the Rockefeller's fihis food was poisoned. The third attempt nancial holdings and secret intentions.
was unfortunately successful. His myste- The book supposedly revealed that the
rious death occurred while on avisit to New Rockefellers have as many as two hundred
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trusts and foundation type organizations
and that the actual number of such foundations controlled by the family might well
number into the thousands. Such control
IS possible because Rockefeller banks, such
as Chase Manhattan, have become the
trustees for many other U.S. foundations
as well; possessing the right to invest and
to vote the capital and common stock of
these institutions-through the trust department of the bank.
McDonald did everything in his power
to warn the American public. However, as
usual, the attempt was to no avail. He
stated unequivocally that the Rockefellers
intended to control-first our own country,
and then the world! He went on to state,
'Do I mean conspiracy? Yes, yes I do. I am
convinced there is a plot, national and
international."
McDonald's warning was written on
legal congressional letterhead and was
dated November, 1975. During the ensuing years, frustrated by the media's refusal
to report his findings, he began, like others
and myself, to take his message to the
streetsby speakingout against these forces
publicly to anyone who would listen to him.
McDonald's courageous efforts came to an
abrupt end on August 31, 1983, when he
was killed aboard the Korean Airliner 007
flight, which "accidentally" strayed over
Soviet airspace and was "accidentally"
shot down. p:How nice, now you readen know all the answers to K-007 and
how William Clark (Judge) set up that
nice little uaccMentmbecause you can
begin to I&,
if you missed it before,
that all i s relative and attached to all.
You u e slaves and prisoners to a very
" f w when the fa& become known.]
Today, as many other true patriots, very
little remains of his fight for freedom from
within the system. Critical information
does kill the holder.
Mediareportingonthiseventwasscant,
short lived and, as a result, the incident
was all too soon forgotten. Even though his
activities were well known within and
among the media on the Hill, not a single
mention was publicly made about the fact
that McDonald had beem heading a congressional effort to expose what he called a
dangerous international conspiracy. Had
this fact been made known to the American
people, it would certainly have had an
impact on the way in which you would have
viewed this incident. Who knows? Maybe
someday all the truth about the many
sanctioned mairnings and killings shall
surface and see the true light of day. In the
meantime, further facts must be brought
forth and offered on the altar of truth.
The chance of a U.S. Congressman being aboard acommercial airline shot down
by the Soviet military is less than one in a
billion. Depending on the variables entered into the equation, the numbers may
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very well be higher and greater still. You,
the public, are expected to believe that it
was pure coincidence, just as we are supposed to believe that the recent (1991)
deaths of Senator John Heinz and former
Senator JohnTower in two separate crashes
were "pure" coincidence as well.
Tower had been an outspoken critic of
the 'Eastern Establishment", (a euphemism for ONE WORLD ORDER), even
though he had himself been associated
with such organizations. He had a very
strong sense of right and wrong, particularly on matters concerning national security. He was well known for 'bucking"
the tide. This backfired when certain membersofCongress, loyal to theRegan(Reagan)
and Bush faction of the Intelligence Community banded together against him in a
smear campaign which resulted in the
denial of Tower's confirmation as U.S. Secretary of Defense. Outraged over the undocumented allegation made to slander
his name, Tower began the book writing
process so feared in Washington circles.
His controversial book heavily criticizes
his old crony pals in Congress. His death
in a plane crash on April 5, 1991, came
very shortly after the book was released.
One day earlier, (April4, 1991)Senator
John Heinz died in a blazing plane crash
near Philadelphia. The official report states
the plane's landing gear had suddenly
malfunctioned. A helicopter was sent up to
check out the gear, only to end up (allegedly) crashing into the plane itself. We are
really stretching the 'coincidence theory"
when we state that two freak accidents
occurred in one! First, the landing gear
fails, and then the rescue aircraft slams
into the plane. No one should make book
as to the veracity of such obviously slanted
and untrue reports.
Heinz and Tower had both been members of a prominent one-world society
known as the Council on Foreign Relations, the CFR. Both had served on powerful Senate banking and finance committees, and had known a great deal about the
matters discussed in this article. I suppose
the obvious question must read ...'could
they have known too much?" I submit that
they in fact...knew too much! Both were
very astute when it comes to matters of
monetary policy and the implementationof
foreign policy. Yes, without doubt, they
knew too much. Although accidents do
happen, how much longer are we supposed to believe that all of these '90called" accidents are mere coincidence?
Since the earlier death of Congressman
Larry McDonald, Senator Jesse Helms has
led many efforts to expose the plot. Although Mr. Helms has recently been required to undergo extensive cardiovascular surgery, nothing appears to have happened to him, YET! I am quite certain that
Mr. Helms would appreciate the combined
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prayers of Americans who are concerned However, there has beenvirtually no media
for the truth as well as his safety.
coverage and the American public is still
largely unaware of the intense battle going
CHAPTER FOUR
on behind the scenes of the Washington
establishment.
GET RID OF THE FEDERAL
During June, 1989 the battle waged at
RESERVE?
the state level had once again reached
Congress. Representative Henry Gonzalez
The vivid remarks and statements of ofTexasintroduced House Resolution 1496
Senator Helms, like those of his predeces- calling for the abolition of the Open Market
sors, have been entered into the Congres- Committee of the Federal Reserve System.
sional Record, without receiving any net- He also introduced House Resolution 1470
work coverage. Regretfully, the only atten- calling for the repeal of the Federal Reserve
tion Mr. Helms manages to garner in the Act of 1913. During the same session
press is in the form of public ridicule over Representative Phil Crane of Illinois introhis conservative voting record. It must be duced H.R. 70 calling for an annual audit
noted here, that the major threat to the of the Federal Reserve. However, all of
American way of life transcends labels like these efforts, like those of others before
Conservative and Liberal. Those who val- them, failed.
iantly try to protect the way of life that
We have personally come to know that
Americans love and cherish are the new it is far more than merely difficult to get the
American patriots. They come from all public behind a legitimate cause or issue if
backgrounds, Republican, Democrat, Lib- the media refuses to cover it. Obviously
eral and Conservative. The American people such coverage is necessary in order to get
must wake up immediately and realize that the public to put the kind of pressure on
the 'Labels" applied to them are merely a Congress that will lead to action. This is
particularly true of a Congress in which
way of dividing and conquering.
During the 1960s and 1970s, thanks to One World interests now hold the upper
the efforts of CongressmanWright Patman, hand.
Larry McDonald, and others, the message
CHAPTER FIVE
had begun to reach the "reading" American people. The usual action groups were
When I was asked to write this article, I
formed by various citizens in an urgent
attempt to get this information into the made my way back into the dark corridors
hands of the public. However, as usual, and lesser known places inside Agency
without coverage from the major media, Headquarters. Some of my old friends and
their efforts have had only limited results. associates were still willing to hear from
These groups have had to rely on self- me, even though severalyears had passed.
published newsletters and books. Numer- They not only talked with me, but were
ous radio appearances also were used to gracious enough to accept my collect calls
spread the word. The task of educating the from prison. We pulled fdes, read numerAmerican public is not a simple one but ous articles, and reviewed stymied legislarather, and more so, based and predicated tion. The information you have been made
upon numerous unpublicized speaking privy to is a result of cooperation with the
engagements in order to get the word out. "so-called" unspeakable, and unclean elSuch is the stress associated with an active ement from the CIA Center. We have come
a long way in tracking the specifics of this
grassroots campaign.
Lt. Col. Archibald Roberts is one of the money trail and how One World money is
individuals who has made significant im- being used to influence our society. Our
pact. A s Director of the Committee to distaste must seem obvious to the reader.
Restore the Constitution, he began testify- These one-worlders have invaded every
ing before state legislatures, informing our aspect ofAmerican life and not only threaten
elected officialsa t the state level about the the well-being of the nation, but have virdeception surrounding the Federal Reserve tually managed to secure a strangle hold
Act. His campaign, urging state legisla- upon the physical bodies of each and every
tures to repeal the Federal Reserve Act one of us.
It must be stated, for the record, that
was, accordingtoAgencyrecords, launched
on March 30,197 1when he testified before each year billions of dollars are EARNED
the Wisconsin House of Representatives. by Class A stockholders of the Federal
The text of Roberts' address was subse- Reserve. These profits come at the expense
quentlyentered in the CongressionalRecord of the U.S. Government and American cition April 19, 1991 by Louisiana Congress- zens, who pay interest on bank loans, a
portion of which ends up going to the
man John Rarick.
A s a result of Roberts'work, by the mid Federal Reserve. Much of this money,
1980s approximately twenty states had along with the annual profits stemming
taken some form of action to pass legisla- from hundreds of corporations and banks
tion calling either for an audit of the Fed or owned and operated by these same interfor the repeal of the Federal Reserve Act. ests, is then funnelled into tax-exempt
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foundation-where
it is then reinvested
into American and foreign corporations
and used to influence our thoughts and
our economy. In this fashion a small group
of people, dedicated to the establishment
of a strong type of world government, has
gained considerable influence over global
activity and therefore your life.
It is NO coincidence that the forces
responsible for the founding of the Federal
Reserve were also responsible for the passage of laws permitting the creation of taxexempt foundations. Such private foundations were specifically intended to serve as
tax shelters to stow and hide the enormous
wealth generated by the international banking cartel. It might be significant to note
that they have also been most cherished
for the purpose of funding major thinktanks, which influence virtually every aspect of American life.
AUTHOR'S ASSESSMENT AND
CONCLUSIONS:
At the close of research and investigation for this article, the writer must conclude that the influence of one-world foundations in the areas of social science, education and foreign policy has only accelerated, thereby accomplishing great strides
due to minimal opposition from opposing
foundations.
It must be remembered that it was the
One-World cabal, (Rockefeller,Rothschild,
etc.), who pushed for the legalization of
tax-exempt foundations and were therefore the first to establish them. They were
able to successfully get off to a head start.
Even if a sizable foundation-sponsored
opposition were to develop, it would be on
small scale and of rather insignificant result, compared to the massive efforts exerted by the One World Cabal's megafoundations.
The 'One World Cabal" will always
have more power in the world because of
the devious strategies it is willing to employ
in order to accumulate money and manipulate the rest of u s with it. Clear cut
and decisive action is required immediately. Otherwise, it is this writer's opinion
that we will very quickly lose the freedoms
our Constitution guarantees for us. In
short, our Constitution will be superseded
by a One World document. In fact, it
already has.
It is important for the reader to begin to
think about what the world would be like if
the One Worlders succeed. Because this is
a short article, all the possible ramifications and changes to your lifestyle cannot
be covered. But one possible negative
outcome could be a return to a feudal
system with 98% of the people shackled to
some major corporation in the same way
that serfs lived by the whim of their overlord.
This isjust one of the many possibilities, all
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equally black.
That being said, the ball is squarely in
your court. You are part of a select few who
have the education, intelligence and desire
to even care about such things. In other
words, it is up to you. You are part of the
last classicallyeducated free-thinkinggeneration in this nation. If you wish to
preserve your country for your grandchildren, then get busy. Write letters. Form
groups which will inform your family and
friends. Buy shortwave radios and create
radio networks which will get together and
decide how to create an informed voting
block that will take back your country. Act
now, because if you wait until "November", it will be too late.

END QUOTE
There are several very interesting tapes
and articles which can be obtained from
Rayelan Russbacher (orthrough her): 60 16
Soquel Drive, Aptos, CA. 95003. I would
ask that in this paper, there be a reprint of
information regardingwhat is actually available. We must effort to generously help
support these daring patriots as is possible.
(Editor's note: Please see the following
article titled "A Newsletter Update From
Rayelan RussbacheP which is reprinted
from the 2/ 1 6/93 LIBERATOR. This gives
her explanation of Gunther'spresent situation and what tapes are available.)

A Newsletter Update
From Rayelan Russbacher
(Editor's note: Commander Hatonn has
asked that this newsletter be shared with
our readers and, at a recent meeting, reminded us that "GuntherRussbacher has a
very interesting story to tell ...when it's the
right time for it to be told." As always,
please read with DISCERNMENT, particularly where characters such as Ross Perot
and that infamous rogue Joseph Pavlonski
- AKA *Dr. John Coleman" - enter the
picture.)

February, 1993

Dear Fellow Patriot,
It has been along time since I have written
an update on our situation. 1992 has been
a very eventful year. In February Gunther
was sentenced to 2 1 years in prison for an
alleged crime which amounted to $20,000.
Later that month Ross Perot contacted us
and offered to help. Then my husband
suffered an attack of anginawhich was worsened to the point of a minor heart attack
because the prison withheld his nitroglycerin. Upon his release &om the hospital he
was beaten by three guards and then thrown
into the hole. And things continued to deteriorate.
I fell ill in March and it took me almost six
months to fullyrecover. During that period of
time we were dealing with the October SurpriseTaskforce in the House trying to surface
the documents which would prove who
Gunther is and would indict George Bush for
treason. In July we finally had everything in
place to deliver absolute proof of Bush's
treasonous flight to France in October of
1980. The proof was delivered and unfortunately, the Senate and the House imrnediately buried it and announced that there was
no credible evidence that the October Sur-

prise happened.
We were disappointed that the cover up
was so extensive, but we were not surprised,
and so we decided to concentrate our efforts
on the legal aspects of my husband's case
and hope that Clinton or Perot won the
election. In late October I was back in
Jefferson City visiting my husband at the
prison where he is incarcerated. A friend of
ours fi-om Ohio was there with me. The
weather was beautiful and the visit with my
husband was going very smoothly. Everything seemed fine. And then the roof caved in.
On October 29th, 1992, my husband,
Gunther, myself and our fiiend William Smith
were set up as the fall guysin a failed attempt
to assassinate George Bush. The attempt
was planned by men at the top level of the CIA
because they knew Bush was going to be
defeated and they did not want to relinquish
their power. The purpose qf the asasshation
w a s ~ o l dF'irsttoaswshkthepresident,
.
second to declam Martial W a n d suspend the
election aswell as the Constitution,and third to
blame Navy Intel@mce for the plot and deactivate the admidswithin the CIA who oppose its
present dirtdon.
During the period from October 30th to
Christmas Eve there were four attempts to kill
me and our M d William Smith,who -one
thinksis a high rankingNaval Intdigence officer. During that same time over fifty CIA
operatives,theirwives and fhmilieswerekilled in
an attempt by the RobertGatesfactionoftheCIA
to cover its tracks before Clinton's team came to
power. After the last attempt on my life, my
husband's SEAL team m g e d safe tmnsport
for me to Vienna whm I stayed until Robert
Gates was removed as Director of the CIA.
Immediately upon my retum fmmvienna, I
went on a Santa Barbara live television tak
show. It was the first time I had told my whole
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story and aJl the ramifications of the October
Surprise. .From Santa Barbara I flew to Salt
Lake City, Utah where I was the keynote
speaker at a Survivalist Expo. Again I was
able to tell my whole story without the fear of
being killed. Bo Gritz and John Coleman
were also there. I was happy to have a chance
to talk with them.
On the last day of the expo I received a call
h m a friend telling me that Gunther had
been thrown into solitary confinement because the warden feared his life was in danger. This was January 23rd. On Monday,
January 25th a gunman shot five CIA employees at the entrance of the CIA Langley,
Virginia headquarters. Two of the five were
killed. This morning, February 2, Gunther
called to let me know that he had been
released from solitary. He said that all CIA
operativeswho have personal involvement in
the crimes of the Reagan-Bush years have
been targeted by the Bush-Gates faction of
the CIA. The people who orchestrated the
wholesale raping and pillagmg of the United
States want no witnesses to incriminatethem
in their crimes. If the slaughter is successful,
there will be no witnesses left to testify to
anything.
The men and women who have been
targeted are fighting back. These are not
people who will simply lay down and wait to
be killed. They have an active plan to defend
themselves and neutralize their enemies.
Unfortunately,their enemiesare very powerful. The enemy camp is placed squarely
within the Council on Foreign Relations and
the International Elite who are behind the
One World Government. These people cannot afford for the American people to know
how diabolicaltheir plan is and the lengths to
which they went to carry it out. The International Elite have the money and the connections to continue this war until every witness
is dead.
These murders will never be covered in the
newspapers or on radio. The people who are
being killed have names that no one has ever
heard and so they wont be missed or even
remembered. If I had not been able to bring
our story forward through the various radio
and newspapers that have covered us, then
Gunther and I would have also been among
the anonymous dead of this war.
In the meantime Gunther and I are simply
trying to stay alive.
A s usual, my biggest problem, aside from
the attempts on my life, is money. It's hard to
earn money while you are in hiding trying to
stay alive. This, of course, is part of the way
the CIA breaks its enemies. For the months of
November, December and January, I was
unable to raise any money at all above and
beyond the rent. Unfortunately the gas, electric and telephone bills havejust kept mounting. I am still supporting myself from the sale
of tapes and fmm loans and gifts from other
patriots. So far, God has provided for me in
times like these and I know He will again.

THE PHOENIX W

*****
G u n k Karl R u d d m r , Capt USN

JCCC184-306 POB900
JeBeamm City,MO 65 102
flsarre unite him

*****

.TOR

* SALT LAKE CITY SURVIVAL EXPO
RaydanIiussbacherwasthekeynoteqmker
and the closing speaker finm this gathering of
American Patriots. She delivers thxe riveting
lectures in which she details the crimes and
conuption of the -/Bush
years anci the
extent to which the illegitimategovernmentwill
go to m e r its tracks.

Forthe next few monthsIwillbe stayingclose
Three 60 minute audio tapes $30.00
to home hishing my book, "I CaJl It Treason."
Three 60 minute video tapes $60.00
I have not been able to find a publisher who is
brave enough to publish it, and so I will be
crea~myownpublishingcompanyandprint- * SANTA BARBARA TELEWISION SHOW
ing and distributingit myself. Ifyou feelyou have
expertise in this area, please contact me. T need
The October Surprise scandal is covered in
all the help I can get. I also need to raise this60 minute program Mrs. Russbacheralso
$3500 to get the project started. The printer tells how the government has persecuted and
will let me pay the balance from the sale of the discredited her and her husband to keep them
books.
h m tdmg the truth or h m being believed if
I have enclosed a list of new tapes that are they did manage to tell the truth.
available. So much happened in 1992 that
the onlyway I have of updatingyou is through
One 60 minute video tape $25.00
these tapes. I hope you will listen to them. In
them you will find the stories that the media
won't touch. Thank you foryour support and * HOW GEORGE BUSH LOST THE FOOTyour friendship. In all of the United States BALL
there are only one hundred people who are
Gunther and Rayelan Russbacher tell the
brave enough to call me Friend. Thank you story that was never printed. In July of 1992
for being one of them.
Navy Intellgence surfaced the cockpit video
h m the SR 7 1 in which Captain Russbacher
flew George Bush back h m the Paris October
*****
Surprisemeeting. Asaresultof the incontxuvertible evidencethat George Bush committed treason, the militmy staged a mup on Friday, July
*SITUATIOIfUPDATEFEBRUARY2,1992 10,1992. The Nuclear football was taken h m
& d e n t Bush.
In the frst tape of this two tape set,
One 90 minute audio tape $12.00
Gunther Russbacher t&s about his two
year incarceration and his hopes to be freed.
He goes into his background as a deep black (FEBRUARY 1993
covert operative for the CIA. In tape two, "The RUSSBACHER UPDATE:)
ARer Trial Update," his wife Rayelan angrily
describes the kangaroo court which sen- * CONSPIRACY TO ASSASSINATE
tenced her husband to 2 1years in Missouri
Rayelan Russbacher tells the storyof how
state prison.
she, her husband, and their close friend
William Smith, were set up as the fall guys in
Two 90 Minute tapes $20.00
a failed attempt to assassinate George Bush
just six days before the election. She describes being surrounded by a SWAT team,
* THE RUSSBACHER-PEROT
searched for weapons and grilled for three
CONNEZTION
hours by the Secret Senrice. The assassinaRayelan Russbacher describes Ross tion attempt was planned by men at the top
Perot's effort to help her husband and how level of the CIA. Its purpose was threefold.
the government prevented it. She speaks of First to assassinate the president; second, to
her husband's heart attackwhichwas brought declare Martial Law and suspend the election
on by the prison's refusal to give him his nitro as well as the Constitution; and third, to
glycerine. This was a calculated move to put blame Navy Intelligence for the assassination
Gunther into a situation where Perot's men and deactivate the high ranking admirals
could not reach him. While in the hospital, who activelyoppose the Bush-Gates agenda.
Gunther was told to stay quiet or his son
Two tapes $20.00
would die.
One 90 minute tape $12.00

NEW DISCOVERIES
6016 SOQUEL DRNE
APTOS, CA 95003
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Mount Carmel Federal Massacre

An Alert To The People!
31 1 0 1 9 3 #2 HATONN

McLennan County, Texas, to ARREST ALL RANDUM AND AGREEMENT", as follows:
FEDERAL OFFICERS AT THE SCENE and "Memorandum of understanding beThe next comes from John R. Prukop- to restore the peace and domestic tranquil- tween the Department of Treasury, and
TO: The Sheriff and County Judge of ity of McLennan County.
the Department of Justice, pertaining
McLennan County, Texas. [Please pay
A s we have seen repeated time and time to U.S. representation to the Internavery close attention to the contents of again, we are now again witnessing the tional Criminal Police Organization
this letter!]
specter of an out-of-control Federal foreign (INTERPOL) a n d matt e r s r e l a t e d
John R. Prukop is: Washington State assault on a sovereign People, who by thereto". This agreement is between
Press Secretary; Bo Gritz for President, sham, guise and pretense, have more than the U.S. Attorney General's OMce and
11910-C Meridian E., # 124, Puyallup, likely "set-up" their victims under a fed- the Secretary of Treasury. According to
Washington 98373. Phone/ FAX (206)927- eral "sting" operation, to advance their these documents their base of operations
0805
own political agenda to the detriment of the is situated in Lyons, France. A s early as
People of Texas, AND in violation of their 1950, they were discussing surrendering
sworn oath to defend and protect the Con- the U.S. sovereignty of the several States of
QUOTING:
stitution for the United States of America, the Union (including Texas) to the United
FAXCOM, Mar. 9, 1993
Nations. This is verified in a Senate Report:
IF they took such an oath.
There is now evidence within the United "Hearing Before A Senate Sub-committee
RE: MOUNT CARMEL FEDERAL States Code, to indicate that the oaths of of the Committee on Foreign Relations,
MASSACRE--ALERT :
the Federal entitiesoperatingon sovereign U.S. Congress, 81st Congress, 2nd SesTexas soil are more than just mere "for- sion, on Resolutions relative to revisions of
T0:TheSheriff a n d c o u n t y J u d g e o f eignn agents of their foreign principal. the U.N. Charter, Atlantic Union, World
McLennan County, T e x a s .
These oaths were ALTERED in 1988 and Federation, Etc., February 2nd, 3rd, 6th,
(By FAX. 8 17-757-509 1)
essentially negated the requirement to have Bth, 9th, 13th, 15th, was made from the
a solemn oath of office to support the floor to RELINQUISH SOVEREIGNTY OF
Gentlemen:
Constitution for the United States of THEUNITEDSTATESOFAMERICA.T h e
America. The statutory provisions are reply, QPES*!
The foregoing raises the serious quesAre each of m, as Public Servants to provably shown at 28 USC sub. 563 [See:
the People, allowing a Federal repeat of the congressional Record-House, September tion ofwhether the sovereigntyof the United
Idaho "Ruby Creek Massacre" to occur 22, 1988, pages H7934 thru H7936-Sec- States of America has, in fact, ALREADY
within the sovereign State ofTexas, County retary General of the U.N., Omnibus Crime BEEN RELINQUISHED TO THE UNITED
of McLennan?
Control Act, and U.S. Marshals]. The Con- NATIONS. Because the BATF, DEA, FBI
A s this dreadful situation unfolds and gressional Record contains the following and U.S. MARSHALS, all FEDERALAGENmore information filters through the con- language at page H7935 in the center CIES, now operating within the sovereign
trolled-establishment-mediaand tight cen- column: "Amended Section 563 pro- State of Texas are under the International
sorship imposed by so-called Federal "Au- vides g e n e m l l y that the Dimctor, U.S. Economic Emergencies Act, Title 50 USC
thority", the stench from Texas gets pro- Marshals, and a l l Law enfotlcement of- sub. 1701-1706, what you have are U.N.
gressively worse and leads u s to question ficers of the service must take an oath OPERATIVES, INDEED FOREIGN
the REAL motives of the BATF, DEA, FBI tafaithJully execute the duties of their AGENTS, DISGUISED WITH 'ATF" AND
and U.S. Marshals. These three or four o m e . The section deletes the specifZc OTHER INSIGNIA, PERPETRATING AN
Federal Agencies of that FOREIGN juris- oathptwscribed by the cumnt Section 'ACT OF WARn AGAINST THE PEOPLE
diction, a foreign corporation known and 563, CERTAIN THAT T m LANGUAGE OF TEXAS, AS THESE AGENT8 HAVE
described as the 'United States", are mak- THERERVNAVIIW BECOME OBSOLETE.* RELINQUISHEDALLEGIANCETO THESE
ing an absolute mockery of Texas Law and A s a result of the oath having been altered, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
With this imputed knowledge, it is
Justice [See U.S. Supreme Court in Re: Federal operatives no longer have alleMerriam, 16 S.Ct. 1073, 163 U.S. 625,4 1 giance to the Constitution. One must ask your open duty as Public Servantsunder
YOUR SWORN OATH, to support and
L.Ed. 287, 20 C.J.S. P. 11 Sub. 1785 Fn. WHY?
13-"the United States Government is a
Having researched this to the end, we defend your State Constitution and the
foreign corporation with respect to a discover in the U.S. Government Manual, Constitution for the United States of
under the heading "Department of Jus- America, against ALL enemi-, FORState."].
tice", a Section on INTERPOL mandate is EIGN and DOMESTIC. I have accomTIME TO CALL A HALT!
found at 22 USC Sub. 263A. Further, the plished m y duty under Title 1 8 USC sub.
Secretary of the Treasury is the alien cor- 4 "Misprision of Felonyn b y informing
A s concerned Citizens of the State of porate Governor of the IMF and the bank; you of the ominous danger n o w evolving
Washington, we call upon you, as the this is found at 22 USC Sub. 286A. Here, in your State of Texas. Now, under Title
legitimate conservators of the peace of there is found a "STATEMENT OF MEMO- 18 USC Sub. 2382 UMisprision of Trea- -. .
., . *
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sonm;
Title 18 U8C Sub. 2383 URebellion
or Insurrdon"; Title 18 USESub. 2384
U S e d i t i ~Conspkacy"
~s
and Title 18
USC Sub. 2385 "Advocating Overthrow
of Governmentm,it i syour Gorp duty to
immediately Hotifjv the Governor of
Texas, the Commanding General of the
Texas State militia and others, to suppress these foreign agents and place dl
of them under arrest for their crimes
3/12/93#1 HATONN
against the Peace and Dignity of the
People of the State of Texas. The lives
Hatonn present in the Light of Radiof the People of Texas and your Teueas ance. A s we sit to pen the "circuits" are all
front-line ofncers are being put at risk in "overload" so allow us to commune here
unnecessarily.
for just a minute.
This Federal actionfits into a pattern
of FederG activity which, according to
SLOPPY SURVEILLANCE
the foregoing omcia1%itesm,has all the
appearances.of being part of the new
To you readers, it is not that we feel
World Order scheme under the author- duty-bound to explain things that happen
ity of the UNITED NATIONS, A FOREIGN here, but it is helpful if you understand so
JURISDICTION.
that when new things happen, you are not
in
a quandary. To new readers, please be
We are confident that local law enforcement is fully capable of properly handling patient for a few paragraphs.
the situation, and could have from the
The spy teams were caught red-handed
beginning. PLEASE, exercise your sover- with instruments against the window of
eign authority to remove and arrest all the office yesterday, a "bug" which would
federal omcers at the scene of the crime pick up anything for a blockaround. When
and take local control of the situation.
confronted, the man with the instrument
AS concerned State Citizensof this great on the window threw the apparatus in his
Country, we humbly pray for your help. bag and "took off. Now today, phone
There are private negotiators available tappers are under the street organizing a
there to help defuse this tragic situation. better listening status. The phone comPLEASE, UTILIZE EVERY PEACEFUL pany people are present but nobody seems
METHOD AND PREVENT FURTHER to know what anyone else is doing-or even
BLOODSHED.
"supposed" to be doing. There is NOTHMost Sincerely,
ING new so just settle nerves. There is
NOTHING to UNCOVER-for we have no
John R. Pntkop
cover-ups. I would hope that you will all be
NATIONAL PRESS SECRETARY
able to now appreciate all those mandatory
cc: Associated Press, United Press In- requirements of "no groups", 'good busiternational, Dallas/ Ft. Worth Media.
ness", absolute integrity, etc. There is
nothing to "finds-we publish EVERYEND QUOTING.
THING.

An Update On Pending

Issues Of Interest

*******
OK, Readers, here is an opportunity to
put your fingerswhere your mouth is. You
can copy this letter verbatim, changing
appropriate information as to location, etc.
You can also send forth letters, etc., to the
above listed FAX in McLennan County.
YOU WILL NEVER TAKE YOUR NATION
BACK WITH GUNS-BUT YOU CAN WITH
THE PEN. DEMAND, UNIFY-AND GET IT
DONE!
I ask that this message be put irnrnediately on the telephone Hotline+and anyone
requesting a copy to utilize, can call the
WBERATOR number and be sent by Fax or
mail, a copy for use as sample. These are the
very things you, as citizens, can do without
danger to selves or any other citizen-and if
enough act, you will be heard! IfTEXASf d s
to act-then I think the "Alamo" will not
represent more than cowardly injustice.
Thank you, Hatonn to clear.
.

BAD NEWS, PERHAPS,
FOR PATRIOTS SEEKING HELP

being shut down.
MAYNARD CAMPBELL
MAYNARD CAMPBELL is in serious
t r o u b l e t h e Feds suggest all sorts of pleabargains--all of which are intended to silence him. He is being targeted, also, by
piped-in substances and tainted food.
I know that the soul cries out in torment
and desperation as to how to help and
comes up with Very little". Time has
simply run out to treat anything in America
as having basis within or upon your Constitution. The New World Order is making
examples and thus it requires constant
attention to all facets of living and business. NO LAWS OF THE LAND SHALL BE
BROKEN AND IF THERE ARE SUGGESTIONS OF ERRORS IN STRUCTURE ALREADY APPARENT-THEN FIX IT NOW. I
continue to remind you that we are to
"here" and therefore we shall probably
have to shut down that which has come
before, as the months pass. If we are to
succeed, we must always work within the
system-for there is no longer such a thing
as winning by 'fighting". We do not stop
doing that which can be done according to
the laws, but *dead" martyrs are of no
value.
RUSSBACHER
I don't want to get into all that is happening to Gunther right now-he has been
"disciplined" for some false charges. Of
Course, it is because he is getting some
truth out. I will share with you ones
something that almost no-one knows. The
Judge who attended Gunther's conviction
and continues to hold the ropes around his
neck-has a daughter. The most recent
threat to the Judge is that ifhe acts in behalf
ofGunther thenthedaughteriskilled. I think
any of you who might have watched WSOLVED MYST73WB a couple of nights ago
regarding the Journalist, Casolaro (Inslaw
case), can well see what happens when ones
get close to truth and start telling it. Now the
Feds know that Gunther can call here and
even be connected with Rayelan so it will
probably be necessary to close that connection for the security of all parties involved.

For the sake of all involved, however, I
must quiet the calls from some who have
begun to call frequently. The LZBERATOR
is NOT the Constitutional Law Center and
ones must not confuse the issues. We will
continue to write that which is offered on
anyone who is in "trouble" with the injustice system-but, chelas, ifwe take a stand
as with or in a, say, patriot GROUP, then
we are going to glean the same rewards as
any other ones "they" want out of their
hair as troublemakers. Especially for ones
who think they will "fight with weapons"
the new U.N. forces, we can do little to
change things for you.
We must now be very, very careful about
EKKER PROPERTYIWC
how we handle information from ones that
have been incarcerated "just to keep siOh no, it is not OVER! It gets worse
lences. We must not place any of our
workers OR our publications in jeopardy of because the RTC slipped and made an offer
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that the Church buying the propemTOOK. Now they come back AFTER THE
FACT and are doing everything possible to
botch the sale. This is because the 'sale"
slipped through without shackles on the
Ekkers to stop hearings into the original
criminal actions. We shall walk most carefully because the adversary continues to
do stupid things and this is when life gets
very dangerous.
AMERICA WEST
It is hard to say just 'when" things will
work out regarding the books. The sheriff
went to claim the property, with documents in hand-but the papers were refused on the basis of the 'books belong to
America West Distributors". WRONG, but
at least the sheriff has cordoned off the
books and no one can move them until next
week.
GEORGE GREEN AND
THE GOLD
Deposition was taken in Texas and the
attorneys now want to continue with a

deposition of George Green because, when
questioned about some 'missing checks",
he said he had returned them to the people
who had originally sent them'incorrectly".
WRONG ANSWER-he sits on cashier's
checks which prove otherwise.
The Ekkers are asking the Institute to
request that the GOLD, in its present formbe returned directly to the party, D.O., and
then he can do that which he wishes with
the commodity. Surely enough, George
had borrowed a lot of money against that
inventory of gold. He also claims that some
of the book inventory is against printing
costs which have not been paid--good grief,
is there no end to the string of problems?
Furthermore, why would there still be outstanding printing costs when so much
other stuff has been printed other than the
JOURNALS-and why should the INSTITUTE pay for those other things?
I think, however, the larger problem Mr.
Green may have is that he is the one who
worked out the 'Institute Plan" originally
and put himself forward as knowing all the
rules and regulations. It appears some of
them are not just exactly according to the
REAL rules. These are technicalities but

nonetheless-troublesomee and time consuming and every one is now backfiring on
himself. It becomes clear why he wanted to
distance himself from involvement by denouncing his participation as he began to
set up the pull-down of our work while
'he" planned to take 'Hatonn and Soltec"
'on the road"!
I also find it most painful and sad-and
w o r s e s o uselessly unnecessary. I simply
remind you how very easy it is to get 'had"
while you 'think" you are in control. It is
the time of the 'false prophets" and, sorrowfully enough-the entity in the 'hot
seat" doesn't really know that they are
'false" and forgets to follow the guidelines
brought forth to thwart this very thing.
When spiritual path gets entangled with
the 'power", 'ego" and thingsof the fleshit is easy to see for others but most difficult for the ones entrapped.
This is why it appears that the ones of
Christian or Godly path are so put-upon
and smiten in these days as stated in the
Biblebecause they are fooled into following 'human physical paths" instead
of the Truth whose guidelines are indeed
simple.

Extraterrestrials Galore!
What's Really Going On.3
31 12/93 #1

HATONN

Since 'they" are getting ready to spring
extraterrestrials on you nice people, why
don't we go back and look a bit more closely
at the phenomenon as being presented to
you. I have here arather interesting article
by your respected Carl Sagan (aview I do
not share with you). This article is, of
course, about all the nonsense and foolishness afoot but gives you an idea of the
thrust coming at you from the scientific
community of disinformers.
QUOTING:
PARADE MAGAZWE, in The Bakersfield
Californian, by Carl Sagan, Sunday, March

7,1993.
A s the bizarre reports of alien abductionsincrease, many people wonder: What's
Really Going on?
It's still dark out. You're lying in bed,
fully awaket-but, you discover, you're
utterly paralyzed. You sense someone

in the room. You try to cry out. But you
cannot. Several small gray beings less
than 4 feet tall are standing at the foot
of your bed. Their heads are pearshaped and bald, and large for their
bodies. Their eyes are enormous, their
faces expressionless and identical. They
wear tunics and boots. You hope this is
only a dream, but as nearly as you can tell
it's really happening. They lift you up and,
eerily, they and you slip through the wall of
your bedroom and float out into the air,
rising high toward a metallic, saucershaped spacecraft. There,you are escorted
irlto a medical examining room. A larger
but similar being-vidently
some kind of
physician-takes over. What follows is
even more terrifying.
Your body is probed with special machines, especially your sexual parts. [H:
This in itself is the give-away clue. I do
not know of one extraterrestrial in the
least bit interested in human "sexual
partsn-THIS IS A FABRICATION AND
OBSESSION OF EARTH HUMAN ALL THE
WAY D Q W THE LINE!] Jf you're a man,

they may take sperm samples; if you're a
woman, they may implant semen or remove ova or fetuses. They may force you to
have sex. Afterward, you may be ushered
into a different room wk, :re hybrid babies,
partly human and partly like these creatures, stare back at you. You may be given
an admonition about human misbehavior,
especially in despoiling the environment;
scenesof further devastation are displayed.
Finally, these cheerless gray emissaries
usher you out of the spacecraft and ooze
you back through the walls into your bed.
By the time you're able to move and talk,
they're gone.
You may not remember the incident
right away; you might find some period of
time unaccountably missing. Because all
of this seems so bizarre, you're concerned
about your sanity; naturally you're reluctant to talk to anyone about it. At the same
time, the experience is so disturbing that
it's hard to keep bottled up forever. It all
pours out when you hear similar accounts,
or when you're under hypnosis with a
sympathetic therapist, or even when you
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see a picture of an 'alien" in one of the
many popular magazines and books on
UFOs.
In a recent Roper poll of nearly 6000
American adults, specially commissioned
by those who accept the alien abduction
story at face value, 18 percent reported
sometimes waking up paralyzed, aware of
one or more strange beings in the room.
Something like 13 percent reported odd
episodes of missing time, and 10 percent
claimed to have flown through the air
without mechanical assistance. From these
results, the poll's sponsors concluded that
2 percent of all Americans have been abducted, many repeatedly, by beings from
other worlds. If aliens are not partial to
Americans, the number for the whole planet
would be more than 100 million people.
This means an abduction every few seconds. It's surprising that more of the
neighbors haven't noticed.
What's going on here? Could all these
people be mistaken, or lying, or hallucinating the same or avery similar story? When
you talk with them, most seem very sincere, although in the grip of powerful emotions. A few psychiatrists who have examined them find no more evidence of psychopathology than in the rest of us. But could
there really be a massive alien invasion,
repugnant medical procedures performed
on millions of innocent men, women and
children, and humans apparently used as
breeding stock over many d e c a d e e a n d
all this not generally known and dealt with
by responsible media and the governments
sworn to protect the lives and well-being of
their citizens?
Why should beings so advanced in
psychics and engineerin-rossing
vast
interstellar distances, walking like ghosts
through walls-be so backward when it
comes to biology? [H: W h y indeed?] Why
go to all the trouble of repeated sexual
encounters between aliens and humans?
Why not steal a few egg and sperm cells,
read the full genetic code and then manufacture as many copies with as many genetic variations as you like? Even we
humans-who cannot quickly cross interstellar space or slither through walls-ARE ABLE TO CLONE CELLS. The preoccupation with reproduction in these accounts raises a warning flag--especially
considering the uneasy balance between
sexual freedom and repression that has
always characterized the human condition, and the fact that we live in a time
fraught with numerous ghastly accounts,
both true and false, of childhood sexual
abuse.
The pollsters never actually asked
whether their subjects had been abducted
by aliens; they deduced it: Those who've
ever awakened' sensing strange presences
around them; ever unaccountably seemed
to fly through the air, and so on, have
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therefore been abducted by aliens. The better word-the encounter. Simon reconclusion-that millions of Americans jected the notion that they were lying. So
have been so abducted-seems extremely what's left? The Hills, said their psychiadoubtful. Still, at least hundreds of people, trist, had experienced a species of'dream".
believing they have been abducted, have
In 1894 The Internutionat Census of
sought out sympathetic therapists orjoined Waking Hd1ucimtions was published in
abductee support groups.
London. From that time to this, repeated
So which is more likely-that we're surveys have shown that 10 percent to 25
undergoing a massive but generally over- percent of ordinary, functioning people
looked invasion by alien sexual abusers, or have experienced at least once a vivid
that people are experiencing some internal hallucination-hearing a voice, usually, or
mental state they do not understand? seeing a form when there's no one there. In
Admittedly, we're very ignorant both about some cases, these are profound religious
extraterrestrial beings, if any, and about experiences. (Probablya dozen times since
human psychology. But if these really their deaths I've heard my mother or fawere the only two alternatives, which would ther, in an ordinary, conversational tone of
you pick?
voice, call my name. They had called my
It's curious that emotions can run so name often during my life with them. I still
high on a matter about which we know so miss them so much that it doesn't seem
little. After all, either h y p o t h e s i ~ x t r a -strange to me that my brain occasionally
terrestrial invasion or an epidemic of hal- will retrieve a kind of lucid recollection of
lucinations-teaches u s somethingwe cer- their voices.)
tainly ought to know about. Maybe the
Such hallucinations may occur to perreason for such strong feelings is that both fectly normal people under ordinary ciralternatives have extremely unpleasant cumstances. But there are various cirimplications.
cumstances in which they can be elicited:
The first alien abduction story in the by a campfire at night, or under great
modern genre began with Betty and Barney stress, or by prolonged fasting or sleeplessHill, a New Hampshire couple-she a so- ness or sensory deprivation, or through
cial worker and he a Post Office employee. hallucinogens such as LSD, psilocybin,
During a late-night drive in 1961 through mescaline, hashish or alcohol. These halthe White Mountains of New Hampshire, lucinations have a vivid and palpable realBetty spotted a bright starlike UFO that ity.
seemed to follow them. Because Barney
Hallucinations are common. If you
feared it might harm them, they left the have one, it doesn't mean you're crazy.
main highway for narrow mountain roads. Indeed, they are sought out in many culThey arrive home two hours later than they tures. We surely would be missing somehad expected. The experience prompted thing important about our own nature ifwe
Betty to read a book claiming that UFOs refused to face up to the fact that having
were spaceships from other worlds. Soon hallucinations are part of being human.
after, she had a repetitive nightmare in But none of this makes hallucinations real.
which she and Barney were abducted and
Most of u s remember being frightened
taken aboard the UFO. Barney overheard a t the age of 3 or so by real-seeming but
her describing this dream to friends and wholly imaginary 'monsters". If we're
volunteer UFO investigators.
capable of conjuring up monsters in childSeveral years later, Barney's psychia- hood, why shouldn't some of us, at least on
trist referred him to a Boston occasion, be able to imagine similar things
hypnotherapist, Benjamin Simon, M.D. as adults?
Betty came to be hypnotized as well. Under
There's a common, although insuffihypnosis they separately described a cientlywell known, psychological syndrome
memory of their trip home-of seeing a very much like alien abduction: Many
UFO, watching it land on the highway and people have experienced sleep paralysis.
being taken partly immobilized into the On falling asleep or when waking up--just
UFO, where little humanoid creatures sub- for a few seconds, or maybe for longer
jected them to unconventional medical periods-you seem to be paralyzed and
examinations.
acutely anxious. You may feel a weight on
I was glad to have an opportunity to your chest, your heartbeat is quick, your
spend several hours with Mr. and Mrs. Hill, breathing labored. You may experience
and with Dr. Simon. There was no mistak- auditory or visual hallucinations-of
ing the earnestness and sincerity of Betty people, demons, ghosts, animals or birds.
and Barney, and their mixed feelings about In the right setting, the experience can
becoming public figures under such bi- have 'the full force and impact of reality",
zarre circumstances. With the Hills' per- according to Dr. Robert ~ a k e ra, psychdomission, Dr. Simon played for me some of gist at the University of Kentucky. Somethe audiotapes of their sessions under times there's a marked sexual component
hypnosis. By far my most striking impres- to the hallucination.
sion was the absolute terror in Barney's
Baker has forcefully argued that these
voice as he described-relived would be a common sleep disturbances are behind
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many if not most of the alien abduction
accounts. (He and others suggest that
some abduction claims also are made by
fantasy-proneindividuals or hoaxers seeking fame and fortune.) Even if no known
hallucinations were to fit the alien abduction pattern, it's certain that humans commonly hallucinate. There's considerable
doubt about whether extraterrestrials exist and frequently visit our planet. We may
argue about details, but the one category of
explanation seems much better supported
than the other. The main reservation you
might then have is: Why do so many people
report this particular set of hallucinations?
Why little gray beings and flying saucers
and sexual molestation?
Demons, the early Church Fathers
taught, come down from Heaven and have
unlawful sexual congress with women. St.
Augustine believed witches were the offspring of these forbidden unions. In his
famous Bull of 1484, Pope Innocent VIII
declared: "It has come to Our ears that
members of both sexes do not avoid to have
intercourse with evil angels, incubi, and
succubi, and that by their sorceries, and
by their incantations, charms, and conjurations, they suffocate, extinguish, and
cause to perish the births of women," as
well as cause sundry other calamities.
With the Bull, Innocent initiated the systematic accusation, torture and execution
of countless "witches" all over Europe.
Two inquisitors appointed by Innocent
declared: 'Devils.. .busy themselves by interfering with the process of normal copulation and conception, by obtaining human semen, and themselves transferring
it." The offspring of these demonic unions
are also, when they grow up, visited by
devil-although
not all witches are created this way. And witches were well
known to fly through the air. There is no
spaceship, but most of the essential elements of the alien abduction story are
here.
In 1645, a Cornish teenager, Anne
Jeffries, was found groggy and crumpled
on the floor. Much later, she recalled being
attacked by little men, carried paralyzed to
a castle in the air, seduced and returned
home. She called the little men fairies.
They returned to torment her. The next
year she was arrested for witchcraft. Fairies traditionally have magical powers and
can cause paralysis by the merest touch.
The ordinary passage of time is slowed in
fairyland. Fairies have sex with humans
and carry off babies from their cradles. If
Anne Jeffries had known about aliens rather
than fairies, and UFOs rather than castles
in the air, would her story have been distinguishable from the one "abductees" tell?
Is it possible that people in all times and
places occasionally experience vivid, realistic hallucinations, often with sexual content-with the details filled in by the pre-
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vailing cultural idioms, sucked out of the filched apage from the captain's logbook or
Zeitgeist? When everyone knows that gods a strange examining instrument, or taken
regularly come down to Earth, we halluci- an authentic photograph of the interior of
nate gods; when everyone knows about the ship, or come back with detailed sciendemons, it's incubi and succubi; when tific information not hitherto known on
fairies are widely believed, we s t e fairies; Earth. These failures surely tell u s somewhen the old myths fade and we begin thing.
If indeed the bulk of the alien abduction
thinking that alien beings are plausible,
then that's where our hypnagogic imagery accounts are really about hallucinations,
tends. Snatches of songs or foreign lan- don't we have before u s a matter of suguages, images and stories we witnessed in preme importance-touching on our limiour childhood can be accurately recalled tations, the ease with which we may be
decades later without any conscious misled, the fashioning of our beliefs and
memory of the source. In our everyday life, perhaps even the origins of our religions?
we effortlessly incorporate cultural motifs There is genuine scientific paydirt in UFOs
and alien abductionebut it is, I think, of
and norms and make them our own.
Today aliens are the subject of innu- distinctly terrestrial origin.
merable science-fiction stories and novels.
***
UFOs are a regular feature of weekly newspapers dedicated to falsification and mysCarl Sagan of Cornell University has
tification. One of the highest-grossing
motion pictures of all time is about aliens played a leading role in the searchfor extravery much like those described by terrestrial life with spacecraft and d o
abductees. Alien abduction stories were telescopes. He was a memberof the U.S.Air
comparatively rare until 1987, when a Force committee that evaluated the
UFOs. h 1966,
purported firsthand account with a haunt- g~uernment'sinve~gdonof
ing cover painting of an 'alien" became a Dr. Sagan resignedfrom the AirForce Scienbest-seller. It is striking how similar many tific Advisory Board in protest against the
of the abduction accounts are now, and Vietnam War. He is the author (with Ann
how little we hear about incubi and fairies. Dmyan) of Shadows of Forgotten AncesBut it might not be altogether surprising brs.
that, in our time and society, short, gray
END QUOTE.
aliens with breeding programs on their
minds are what we mainly reach for when
I guess I should say that I have a bit
we must describe these hallucinations.
No one would be happier than I would if more healthy respect for the man now than
we had real evidence of extraterrestrial life. when I began this article. The thing that is
But the issue comes down to the quality of hidden from you-is that the whole of the
the evidence. Proponents of alien abduc- 'hallucinations" is orchestrated.
A s a witness to the 'facts", I can tell you
tions do not ask u s to believe on faith, but
rather on the strength of their evidence. without hesitation that abductions HAVE
Surely it is our duty to examine the pur- HAPPENED. They are not, however, little
ported evidencecloselyand skeptically. No aliens from out of space-they are from
anecdotal claim-no matter. how sincere, little aliens RIGHT ON YOUR PLANET. The
no matter how deeply felt, no matter how stage is set and then anyone can be caused
exemplary the lives of the attesting citi- to see and experience anything that the
zens-canies much weight on so impor- World Controllers wish you to see and
tant a question. A s with the older UFO experience.
Indeed there are veritable armies of
cases, anecdotal accounts are subject to
irreducible error. This is not a criticism of little gray clones along with some pretty
those who claim abductions or of those formidable looking'reptilian" hybrids. This
who interrogate them. It is merely a state- is not from outer space, however, it usually
happens that they come right from Area 5 1
ment of human fallibility.
Where is the physical evidence? Some in Nevada or Northrop facilities near
abductees allege that aliens stole fetuses Palmdale, California and thus and so. No
from their wombs. This is something that self-respecting outer space alien would get
would surely cause a stir among gynecolo- in the middle of this ridiculous gamegists, midwives, obstetrical nurses, espe- playing. There is a massive number of
cially in a n age of heightened feminist aliens out here in the "spaces"and throughawareness. But not asingle medical record out the c o s m o e b u t out here YOU are the
has been produced substantiating such ALIENS! NOT US.
This whole scenario of UFOs and aliens
claims.
Some abductees say that tiny metallic is accomplishing exactly that which is
implants were inserted into their bodies-- planned-programming you right into a
high up their nostrils, for example. But no one world order with a massive "one milisuch implants have been confirmed by tary force" objective. The EVIL is already
physicists or chemists as being of un- locked onto your place and within your
earthly manufacture. No abductee has atmosphere-you can't really get off your
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planet for any distance to speak of and y2u
must always go back to your orb for survival.
I do enjoy the "failure to find valid life in
spacenabout as ridiculous as idiots dare to
project. They put up "space monitoring
stations" to pump in pulse waves at you
fantasy-eyed citizens while they are doing
you in and calling it scientific research for
aliens. Ah, if you could but see and experience the WONDERS of the cosmos instead of being stupefied by these false
speakers. God rules the wondrous universe of the cosmos. Evil rules the physical
planes of expression-what a sad commentary for humankind.

Just as reminders of progression of
man in the order of the universe, let u s look
on the scale of growth and where is Earth
man at this time of cycle changes:
There are seven main periods of man
expression. It can be considered that each
division is a 'wholen period or a "school
semestef. You must consider that it
means, in your designation, one life-semester during which seven subjects must
be accomplished.

1. Primary development of intellect and
spirit.
2. Primary thinkingof intellect and spirit.
3. Primary thinking of reason.
4. Primary exercise of intellect and spirit
force.
5. Primary reasonable actions.
6. Primary will-thinking and will-activily.
7. Reason-conditioned guiding of the
life.

Creatures of these levels are considered
insane, idiots, etc., by already thinkingreasoning beings. But in truth their spirit
and intellect is not yet spiritually developed. (They are new spirits who have to
first form themselves by learning and experience.)

1. Primary development of reason.
2. Effective realization of reason and its
use.
3. Primary acknowledgement and cognition of higher influences.
4. Belief in higher influences without
having the knowledge.
5. Belief in higher forces, superstition,
fear of evil, veneration of God, etc. This
present germinating time for religions,
etc.

Now the next is about the present posi-
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tion of the avemge Earth human being:

6 . Primary cognition of the true reality.
Research, knowledgeable development.
First spiritual cognitions and their exercise. Spiritual healing, telepathy, etc.
7. Primary development of knowledge
and wisdom.
INTELLECT LIFE:
1. Advanced development of the intel-

lect. High technology. Second utilization of spiritual forces. Primary creation of living forms.
2. Realization and exercise of knowledge, truth, and wisdom. Slow breakdown of accepted beliefs.

This is the approximate location of educated Earth beings, scientists, etc.
and a few borderland and spiritual
scienttsts.
3. First utilization of knowledge and
wisdom.
4. Acknowledgement and utilization of
Nature's laws. Generation of supertechnologies. Second creation of living
forms.
5. Natural exercise of wisdom and knowledge in the cognition of spiritual forces.
Further breakdown of accepted beliefs.
6. Life in knowing, about wisdom, truth
and logic.
7 . Primary cognition of the reality as
absolutely real.

1. Clear knowledge about reality as
absolutely real.
2. Cognition of spiritual knowledge and
spiritual wisdom.
3. Utilization of spirit knowledge and
spiritual wisdom.
4. Cognition of the reality of the Creation and its laws.
5. Living according to the Creation law.
Purification of Spirit and intellect. Cognition of the obligation and force of
Spirit. Breakdown of blind acceptances
in belief.
6. Guided and controlled utilization of
spiritual forces.
7. Creation of first living creatures.
CREATIONAL LIFE:

1. Creating and controlling of living
forms.
2. Construction of mechanical-organic
living things.
3. Spiritual development of forces for
control of material and organic forms of
life.
4. will-conditioned mastery of life in all
its forms and sorts.

5. Position of recognitions. Reminiscences of earlier lifetimes, etc.
6. Kings of Wisdom-IHWH before their
higher power knowledge.
7. Cognition of Spiritual Peace, of universal love and creational harmony.
SPIRITUAL LIFE:

1. Acknowledgement and realization of
Spiritual Peace, universal love and
creational harmony.
2. Living according to pure Spiritual
knowledge.
3. Spiritual creating and creations.
4. Dis-embodyingof Spirit from organic
matter.
5. First pure Spiritual existence.
6. Final Spiritual existence.
7. Passing-over into the Creation consciousness.
CREATION LIFE:

1. Twilight sleeping during seven periods of rest.
2. Awakening and beginning of creating
in the Creation a s CREATION, during
seven periods.
3. Creating of living forms.
4. Creating of new Spirit in improvement of the CREATION.
5. Creating of great Spirit in the Creation.
6. Creating of thought projection of
Great Spirit WITHIN the Creation.
7. Last reach of highest improvement
during the 7th period.

The twilight sleep of the CREATION
lasts seven periods/great-times. One
period/great-time
lasts
about
31 1,040,000,000,000 years in yourcounting (give or take a couple of years). In the
twilight state of the CREATION all life and
the whole universe seems to totally cease
to exist. Just after its awakening it begins
to create all things anew. During the
twilight sleep, neither time nor space exist. There is only the "nothing",a s all lies
sleeping inside the infinite bosom of the
CREATION and null-time (voidance). While
no creating thought exists there is no
force, no time, and no space. There is only
duration in a nameless nothing-at restawaiting renewal i n manifestation.
I sincerely hope that some of you, as
you look again at this record of progression, see that YOU HAVE GROWN more
than you thought-just since our first
"meeting". May the Force be with you.
Be ever able a t any moment to sacrifice what you are for that which you
can become-and s o too shall it come
t o pass.
Salu,
Hatonn
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Storms, Preparations & Geomagnets
All Is Connected To All In Nature
31 14/93

SOLTEC

Good morning. I am Ceres Anthonious
Soltec, present in the eternal Light of Holy
God. Our mission is that of service unto
Holy God, to assist in the transition of
planet Earth-Shan.
It grows more interesting day to day,
does it not? You who live in the eastern
portion of your United States have just
experienced the worst winter storm in your
remembering. What you experienced was
a winter hurricane and carried with it
record low barometric pressure reading*
28.54" in some instances. This storm has
left many areas with no electrical power,
frozen or burst water pipes and many
without heat in their homes. Many of you
were isolated, even though you live in large
metropolises. Floridawas struck by tornadoes and many homes were totally destroyed. Even your nation's capital was left
virtually paralyzed by this sudden, strong
storm of previously unknown proportions.
How many regular LIBERATOR readers
in this area were caught off guard and
without your emergency supplies? This is
an excellent lesson in point, as we have
over and over explained to you ones that
there would come about many occasions
when you would wish that you had heeded
the warnings and prepared selves for these
eventualities. It is not agame of, 'I told you
so." Rather, it is a subject which apparently still needs to be brought to the forefront. Since your world is not the same
place as it was ten or even five years past,
you can no longer depend on that which
sufficed in the past. This storm should
have made this quite apparent to those
who were left unprepared. Have you ones
not been told that this year was going to be
one which you would not soon forget?
Have you not been forewarned that it was
going to be a rough ride? Did you think,
perhaps, that it meant only in the political
and money end of things? When you are
stranded, as has just occurred, you can
have all the money in the world and it
would have done you not one ounce of
good, for you could get no where to spend
it. Please, consider these things for it is
long from being finished and over.
A t this point in your time, there are a
very many things taking place on very
many levels. You cannot afford the luxury
of focusing only on political events, or only
on Earth Changes events, for you are being
s
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assaulted by the Adversaryon all sides and
all things are, therefore, linked together.
You must be prepared on all levels to
safeguard, as much as is possible, against
being caught unaware and with your proverbial pants down. Have not your own
prophecieswarned you to be alert to strange
thingsin both the heavensand the Earthin
these times, or do you perhaps not yet
believe that you have entered into that time
foretold as the tribulation? Do you still
believe that everything will turn around
and go back to the way it used to be in the
'Good Old Days"? Do you believe the
drivel that you see on your news casts and
read in your controlled newspapers, or do
you use your own reasoning powers to
determine that things are not as they are
presented for your viewing? Do you still
take the LIBERATOR weekly and try to
prove what is written therein by that which
you see on your televisions? H a s it not yet
become areality for you that you have been
set up by the Elite Controllers on your
place? Have you, as they had hoped,
followed along behind them as sheeple,
believing everything you are told? WAKE
UP, PLANET EARTH! TAKE OFF THE
BLINDERS FROM YOUR EYES AND REASON FOR SELVES. YOU ONES HAVE
BEEN SOLD DOWN THE RIVER INTO
SLAVERY AND BONDAGE AND YOU ARE
IN THE PROCESS OF FOLLOWING THE
SLAVE MASTERS WILLINGLY AND
BLINDLY UNTO YOUR OWN DESTRUCTION. AND IF YOU ARE WAITING FOR
GOD TO DO IT ALL FOR YOU, YOU ARE
IN FOR A VERY RUDE AWAKENING FOR
GOD IS NOT GOINGTO DO IT-YOU ARE
GOING TO DO IT OR IT IS NOT GOING TO
GET DONE!
God has sent His messengers with the
Truth to inform and awaken those who will
but hear. The Truth that we bring unto
your place will, if utilized, bring about the
changes that will liberate your planet from
its slave masters. But you must pick up
the load and get it done for selves, for it is,
after all,your planet and your destiny, not
ours. We teach you and we assist you, but
we will not do it for you.
We are in receipt of a communique
regarding the causes of earthquakes. If I
am in understanding of this one's conclusions, he believes that earthquakes are
caused by magnetic changes and fluctuations rather than by the faults and fractures. This may be an over-simplification
3
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of his conclusions, but I believe it shall
suffice for this discussion. There are many
dangers associated with targeting only one
aspect of agreater picture as being the only
cause ofanything. Religionsonyour planet
got started in the same manner-by picking one piece of The Truth and claiming it
was the only Truth, while ignoring and
rejecting all other truths. It is adangerous
position to believe that you possess the
entire truth about a thing, as you are now
in the position of limiting God of Creation,
and as you should by now know, this is an
impossibility. So by limiting your search
for The Truth, you may end up missing the
most important point of all. This is dangerous because, while one is focusing only on
one truth, all the other truths are taking
place about you, yet you deny that they
play any part in your belief system and
these other truths end up sneaking up
from behind and destroying you.
While this person makes some excellent
points, he also omits other factors from the
equation. We have, in the past, attempted
to re-educate you ones to look at all possibilities, regardless of their source, for truth
comes from many sources, in many packages. This is why I have told you that you
cannot separate outjust one thing from the
others, because they are all interconnected
and interrelated, because all that exists is
but a part of the overall whole. The Native
Americans have a phrase, 'Mitakuye
Oyasinw-All My Relations. It is a simple
phrase that sums it up quite nicely. Everything is related-there are no exceptions.
Though magnetics play a part in the
overall picture of earthquakes, they are
not, by a long shot, the only aspect that
must be taken into consideration. All
things in the Universe abide by the law of
cause and effect, but the causes and effects
are multi-layered, and must be viewed in
this way before any understanding can be
achieved. The Universe is a multi-dimensional thing-not mono-dimensional. In
other words, there are, at all times, an
infinite number of causes and effects all
playing out simultaneously on multiple
levels of consciousness. For you to declare
that only one thing is responsible for earthquakes is to assume that the Earth is but
a flat, one-dimensional object, which it is
not. This is the reason that you are not able
to predict earthquakes or volcanoes or
weather with any degree of accuracy. You
have falsely concluded
that only weather
+
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occurrences affect the weather and only the South Pole. What was the cause?
activity as the plates would move over hot
faults, volcanism or magnetics affect seisIn order to understand this, you must spots beneath the surface and allow magma
mic events.
have a basic understanding of the effects of to flow up through the cracks and fracJust a small listing of energy forces magnetism. With any magnet, you have a tures. New cracks and fractures would be
that affect your planet seismically would north pole and a south pole-positive and produced as the plates moved and twisted
include: the rotation of the core within negative, male and female, if you will. You due to the forces produced by the movethe Earth, causing plate movement and have all heard the old saying that opposites ment of the core within the planet. It would
volcanic activities; gravitational forces attract, I am sure. This is exactly what have the effect also of changing the ocean
of nearby objects in space; torsional happens with magnets. If you were to take currents, which would change the jet
effects on the Earth's core caused by two magnets, and lay them end to end, with streams, as well as volcanic ash in the
magnetic interaction with extraterres- OPPOSITE poles together, they would pull atmosphere, which in turn would change
trial bodies; planetary consciousness; with equal force towards one another. If, the planetary weather cycles. So, in this
crustal weakening caused by varying however, you laid these same two magnets case, the cause would be the magnetic and
barometric pressures, temperaturesand end to end with LIKE poles together, they gravitational influences of other spacial
moisture content; prana scalar beam would repel one another and attempt to bodies, and the effect would be the seismic
energy; ground evacuation caused by turn and align themselves with the oppo- reaction of the plates, fault lines, etc.
underground detonations; depletion of site poles.
The letter states that, ageolwcalevents
ground water supplies; impact of extraNow let us look at this on a larger scale. and formations are STRICTLY afer-theterrestrial objects on the E h , plan- The Earth is a magnet with a south pole fad.....no exceptions!!!"
Geologic events
etary and other heavenly body align- and anorth pole. Another magneticobject and formations are results or effects of
ments; centrifugal forces produced by in space approaches the Earth within a many other influences and factors; howthe wobble in axialrotation of the Earth; distance that the magnetic fields of the two ever, the factors involved are more than
solar magnetic storms, solar flares and objects begin to feel the influence of each just the magnetic field. This person is not
solar wind influences; weight and bal- other. If, as these two objects approach totally out of touch, he merely needs to
ance stresses caused by concentration one another, like poles facing one another, broaden his scope and look at ALL possiof population center* sound vibrations they will have the natural tendency to repel bilities and causes. He believes that major
caused by population in already weak- one another and align their opposite poles. earthquake activity will begin as early as
ened areas-and the list could go on and When this occurs, it is highly likely that the the 2nd or 3rd week of March, 1993, with
on.
core of the Earth would try to turn itself in the high points of mega-seismic events to
All these things have a defmite effect an attempt to balance itself with the ap- follow near mid-April and into May 1993.
upon your planet, seismically speaking. It proaching object, thus causing the pole He also believes that California is due for a
might take only one of these forces in the reversals that are apparent. (Remember lot of trembling throughout the entire year
right place at the right time, or it may take that all things in the Universe will attempt of 1993, and also, following the activity in
a combination of many of these forces to the path of balance of its male and female California, he sees seismic activity in the
have an effect seismically. Not only is it not counterparts.) So what keeps these ob- Midwest alongthe New Madrid and Wabash
fair to say that.only one of these factors is jects from colliding? You must now take Valley areas. He feels that most people in
the only cause, but it is also foolish to make into considerztion the rotation of planetary the Midwest will be caught off-guard and
objects around the central planetary sys- that these events will most likely be occursuch a statement.
Let u s examine, briefly, the magnetic tem object, in this case, your sun. This is ring in the six to nine month period followfield of the Earth. Invisible lines of mag- where gravitational influences come into ing the advent of the major quakes in
netic force surround the earth and deflect the picture. The sun is a much larger California. The possibility of this occurring
magnetized objects, like compass needles, object than the planets which revolve definitely exists today and, as time prothat are free to move. These lines of mag- around it; therefore, the sun exerts agreater ceeds forward, the probability of same innetic force emanate from the South Pole, amount of gravitational influence. So, creases.
encircle the planet and reenter the Earth at should you have a planetary alignment,
He is absolutelycorrect in that he forsees
the North Pole. The field has what you call and the magnetic forces are affected, you massive campaigns of deception waged by
north and south magnetic poles, one which have to also consider the gravitational in- the "experts", enjoined by the financial
is near the geographic North Pole and one fluences being exerted by the sun, which establishment to mislead the citizensabout
near the geographic South Pole. These would have a tendency to offset the mag- the prospects for earthquake hazards to
magnetic poles are approximately 11.5 netic forces, because the gravitational forces follow in the wake of these upcomingevents,
degrees offset from the geographic poles. are greater than the magnetic forces, in as the Elite Controllerswill use any avenue
Because the Earth has two poles, the mag- this case. However, should an object pass available to them to exert even greater
netic field of the planet is called dipolar. close enough to the Earth to cause the control over You-The-People and are not
The strength of the magnetic field is great- magnetic core to move within the Earth, yet above using a catastrophic event to their
est at the magnetic poles, where magnetic f a r enough away that gravity would not advantage, regardless of what effect it may
lines of force appear (if they were visible) to allow the object to collide with the planet, have upon the people for, in their opinion,
leave and enter the Earth vertically.
you would have the effect of the poles either you are an expendable commodity. Also,
Throughout its history, the Earth has reversing completely, or tilting several de- each community of scientists will have
experienced magnetic reversals, in which grees one direction or the other, depending their own theories about why it took place,
the polarity of its magnetic field has re- upon the strengths of the two influences, each arguing with the other that they are
versed. A s I stated above, the magnetic magnetic and gravitational, as one will the only ones with the truth when, if it were
lines of force exit from the Earth at one pole always attempt to counter-balance the examined, each one possesses a part of the
and reenter the Earth at the opposite pole. other.
truth and, if linked with the other pieces of
These forces, then, would have a direct the puzzle, they would have greater overall
At differenttimes during the past, the poles
have reversed and instead of the magnetic effect upon the planet and would place view of the picture. This is where the ego of
forces leaving at the south pole and enter- stresss upon the plates and the already each one needs to be put on hold long
ing at the North Pole, the magnetic forces existing faults and fractures and would enough to examine and give consideration
have left at the North Pole and reentered at produce large earthquakes and volcanic to ideas and proposals of the other-in
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other words, cooperation-working together
toward acommon goal, not in opposition to
one another. So, I caution you, son, not to
fall into this trap. You have some excellent
points and thoughts on the subject, but do
not be so quick to disavow the validity of
another's idea, for joined with your ideas
and studies, you may open up an entire
new avenue for science on your planet.
This person is right on target regarding
the events and time frame for same. The
Earth is in a period of great transformation
and great changes, but I urge him to not
throw the baby out with the bath water and
consider all things as factoring into the
equation. His statement that the planet is
in a period of striving to achieve balance is
true; however, this state of equilibrium is
taking place on many levels, both those
seen and those unseen, and all must be
taken into consideration if one hopes to
achieve the full scope of the overall picture.
This is, I realize, an over-simplification
of the case in point, but I believe that you
are able to grasp the image of the lesson. Of
course, it goes without saying that many
other factors would enter into the equation, but without writing an entire book or
thesis on the subject, this gives a general
overview of the subject. A s you progress
toward transition, more will become apparent and you will be able to understand
the greater forces that affect your planet.
You approach the Light and in the Light is
knowledge. An entire new arena will be
opened and your understanding will
abound.
At this time, I only am attempting to
drive home to you ones to see that more
than one factor must be taken into consideration, for all things have a direct
effect to some degree upon all other
things. It is the way the entire Universe
operates, because all things come from but
One Source; therefore, all things are related and exist in a symbiotic relationship-Mitakuye Oyasin. In order that you
begin to understand the Universe in which
you live, you must expand your scope of
vision and thought and consider all
things--even those things which you
cannot see. It is time to remove the
blinders and look what lies not only
ahead, but that which is to the side and
behind, for yours is a multi-dimensional
existence and it is time that you begin
thinking in these terms.
Let us bring this to a close for now. We
have given a lot of information in a short
space, and it will need to be digested
slowly for understanding. Keep the
. shields about you and keep your eye on
the Divine Source of all things. For in
this Source is the answers to all things,
both of the seen and of the unseen. I
leave you with the blessings of Almighty
God.
Soltec to clear. Salu.

r
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T H E WORD
Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos
In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn and written

I

transcriptions of some taped topics, 7XZ WOIRV also offers other tapes and
videos on selected topics.
Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two
tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise noted. The
transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign
countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.) Postage is included in tape and
transcription prices.
Please send check or money order to: WE WORD, P.O. Box 6194,
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify
you as your balance reaches zero.
Special Ordertapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since
this material is usually either already in print or will be soon. Available written
transcriptions are noted by #.
The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes
in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/22/92(4); 3/14/92(4);
3/2 1/92(2); 3/28/92(1); 4/4/92(3);
4/12/92(2) a talk at local Community
Church;
4/13/92(1) # "What is a Semite?";
4/17/92(1) # 'Who Were the First
Christians?"
4/2 5/92(2)* # "The Photon Belt";
4/26/92(3); 5/1/92(1) "L.A. Riots and
The Bigger Plan";
5/2/92(3);
5/8/92(2) radio talk show;
5/9/92(4);
5/11 /92(3) * "Silent Weapons For
Quiet Wars";
5/13/92(3) meeting with European
visitors over lunch;
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2);
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and
Places In Between" tapes 1-3;
6/1/92 (3); 6/4/92 (2); 6/6/92(4);
6/13/92(3); 6/2 1/92(3); 6/2 7/92(2);
6/2 8/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt
Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and
Places In Between" tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
7/12/92(3);

7 X E WORD NOW ACCEPTS
VISA, DISCOVER OR
MASTER CARD

7/18/92(2) radio program,'KTKK;
7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
8/8/92(2);
8/31 /92(2) Anti-Christ Banksters;
9/5/92 (2);
9/12/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 0/4/92(3); 1 0/10/92(2);
1 0/17/92(2) radio program, KTKK;
1 0/24/92(2); 11/1/92(2);
1 1/1/92(1) radio program, New Mexico;
1 1/8/92(2); 1 1/I 4/92(3);1 1/22/92(2);
1 1/25/92(1) radio program, Gallup, NM;
11/29/92(2); 1 2/6/92(2);
1 2/6/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-I;
12/7/92(1) Cosmos Patriot Group-11;
1 2/12/92(2) Cosmos Patriot Croup-111;
1 2/13/92(2); 1 2/20/92(2);
12/31 /92(1)* Constitutional Law Center;
1/2/93(2);
1/14/93(2) Seminar speech by Retired
Police Officer Jack McLamb;
1/16/93(2); 1/23/93(3); 1/30/93(2);
2/6/93(1); 2/13/93(2); 2/18/93(2);
2/20/93(2) radio program on KTKK
featuring Soltec with Hatonn.
SPECIAL AUDIO: 8/16/92(3)*,Col, James "Boa
Critz citizens' patriot rally speech in Tehachapi;
SPECIAL VIDEO: 8/16/92, Tehachapi Citizens'
Rally featuring Col. James "Bo"Critz, $1 2;
SPECIAL MUSICAUDIO: StevenVaus -"WEMUST
TAKE AMERICA BACKaavailable for $5;
SPECIAL MUSICAUDIO: Brent Moorhead - " L m
TAKE OUR NATION BACK" available for S 5.
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Nevada Coraorations
1

TAX-ADVANTAGED SAVINGS PLANS

taxed atyour current personal taxrates. But,
if the corporation is controlled by you, there
A s we continue to learn and develop strat- are many alternatives to taking these funds
egieswith Nevada Corporations,we will effort out to yourself as personal income.
to keep each of the readers of THE PHOENCY
One option with the low-taxed retained
WERATOR(aNevadaCorporation)informed earnings in the corporation would be to give
about uses, benefits, and strategies. Dailywe yourself an interest fr-ee loan. A Nevada
are finding new ways to deal with situations corporation can make a loan to one of its
that arise in the personal and business lives corporate officerswith no interest attached,
of our clients. A s subscribers to THE PHOE and the officer would not have to consider
LJBERATOR you do see, or will see, that these funds as income. This way you can
Commander Hatonn is i n f o h g and guid- personally have the use of corporate funds
ing us down a purposeful path. That path without having to pay any personal income
may not always appear clear in the moment, tax on those funds.
but we continue to receive the wisdom of his
Let's consideranother alternative to using
guidance. This guidance has pushed u s to these low-taxed retained earnings or c o p striveto developnew techniqueswith Nevada rate profits for your personal gain without
Corporations,and we are continuallyamazed personal tax. Let's say that, over a couple of
at the benefitsthat have come out of their use. years, corporate profits, which up to $50,000
The following is just another one of these are only taxed at 15%,have built up and now
benefits.
your corporation has a cash savings of
Corporations can act as fantastic tax- $150,000. You currently live in a house
saving devices for the individual who has which has acurrent basis of about $150,000.
leftover income at the end of the month (as A s an officerofyour corporation you decide to
opposed to leftover month at the end of their purchase your house for your corporation.
i?come). If you are a person who has flexibil- A s the owner of the property, the corporation
ity over how you receive your income, you would pay you $150,000. You still control
may hnd this quite exciting. With most of our your property but you havejust successfully
clients we try to teach the individual to moved $150,000 into your pocket-tax free.
expense as much of a corporation's income This example does have other implications,
out as possible. This is handled through but for purposes of this column, we will keep
legitimate business expenses. By elirninat- things as simple as possible.
ing. as much income as possible h m a
co-rporation, you literally el6ninate any Cn;
porate IncomeTax (andalso the corporation's
exposure). If, however, one of the only ways
that you have of eliminating your co@or&e
profits is to drrrw out those profits aspersonal
income, then you may consider leaving the
-profits in the corporation.
In working out corporate strategies one
needs to look at Corporate and 1ndividualTa.x
Rates. On corporate profits up to $50,000, a
corporation pays o& 15% of that in tax ~ d k me n a l income
rates where, on
(Editor's note: See the insert on the
that same $50,000, You would be Paying next page for the real biggie important
28% in tax. SO, from these rates, it ~ ' h o ~ lannouncement,
d
precedingthis one below!)
become clearthat if an individualcanoperate
under a corporate shelter and only draw out
31 14/93 #1 HATONN
of that corporation enough income to get by
with,you would seea 54% savingson taxable
BIG MAC!
dollars which are left in the corporation.
Now, the next question would be, "EIow
ANOTHER ANNOUNCEMENT: Dorisand
can I receive the benefits of those funds now E.J. are also proud p a r e n t ~ af "not so
held by my corporation? Well, these unused pretty-but wonderfulw little (big) person
profits can go towards investments, future called MacBilly. He is a still-naked, all headbusiness uses, and many other alternatives and-klutz, infant Macaw with toothpicks inthat would indirectly and directly benefit the stead of f e a t h e e b u t then, all of the tribal
corporation's owners. Always remember, birds must grow their flight feathersin amost
though, that once these retained earnings tedious manner. He is a follow-on from a
(retainedprofits)are removed fromthe c o p - beautiful Rose-Gala Cockatoo with fickle
ration as personal income, they would get habits, from the same place. From the same

The proper
- - . way to balance this strategyis
to receive income -&om your corporation ofan
.-.nt~pt0$21,450,~h~his~~r=fhr
taxed at 15%. and leave the rest of your
corporate in&me in your corporation 6 the
form of corporate profits which are taxed at
15% up to $50,000. You would now have
essentially made $7 1,450 and only paid 15%
on the entire amount. (This is not taking into
consideration employee or self-employment
taxes.)
So, as you can see, a Nevada Corporation
can be a great savings account in more ways
than one. If you are wondering if these and
other strategies for using a Nevada Corporation can be of benefit to you, give us a call at
CorporateAdvisors and we will be glad to talk
with you.

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT NEVADA CORPORATIONS, CORPORATE RESIDENT AGENT SERVICESAND PRIVATE MAIL
SERVICES CALL COWORATE ADVISORS
CORPORATIONAT (702) 877-3197 ORTO THEM AT POST OFFICE BOX 27740, LAS
VEGAS,NV89126. ASKFORCORTCHRISIZE.

FORGENERALBACKGROUNDIrnRMATION ABOUT PRNACY, THE VAUJE OF NEVADA CORPORATIONS, THE MASSNE D E
CEPTiON OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE AND
rrSIRS E)(TOITnONRACKET, AND THE GENERAL TRUI'H BEHIND OUR MODERN ECONOMIC W S E , SEE THE PHOENIX JOURNALS:SPIRALTO ECONOMIC DISASER (#4),
PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL (#lo),YOU CAN
SLAY THE DRAGON (#16),AND THE NAKED
PHOENIX (# 17). [See bcadc pep fw otrterirzg
i@omdon]

New "Bird Tribe"
Addition And Latest

Ekker Property Update
aviary came two magnificently &bow-colored Rozelles of such brilliance one is astounded that God can do such -cent
art-work. And yet, asloved asare any and all
of the little creatures that fly-is the little
sparrow who fell from the nest and owns the
house with the Parakeet called Turkey who
does the daily news broadcast in any ear that
will sit and listen to the t a l e s i n English yet!
MacBilly is named for a beloved friend
who has a Pet store/aviaryin Bakersfieldand
two years ago was sentenced to DEATH by
terminal cancer, by physicians. He flourishes today, on Gaiandriana and the other
gifts God has allowed us to share. We may
well have to take up a collection to continue
to feed this baby who will reach the size of an
eagle-but will be iridescent blue and gold of
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the regal quetzal of the rainbow. Rejoice in
each ' g W for that which you shareshallflow
back in riches beyond the countinbfor gold
has price-a true gift has NONE!
I shm this with you readers for unto
many it will mean nothinbbut to you who
have sat with us while the property and
dwelling have swung in the b a l a n ~ are
e
greatly thankful for your prayers and love
3/1&?
#I
H
~
l
O
during this time of tightrope walking. The
biggest problem of amove was not these little
NFW A ~ W X BULLETTN
oneswe speak of above-but the hundreds of
little flight creatures in the outside aviary and
the thousands of 'panhandlers" who reside
O u r latest Cjaiaproduct is the
at this place in the nature of quail, doves,
pigeon-doves and infinite numbers of tiny first of our wondrous P m O y S
friendsof everyvariety. A house is but a box'0 GOD'S PERyECfION-DIthese living creatures are the treasure and
AMD JACX WTLCONPD
that which brings the concern for care and
feeding if their home is taken away for they
A P T R y f C I , Bf A U I I y U L
have few other places to go for sanctuaq and
N E W C R E A I1 0 N ,
'panhandling" and, ofcourse,the little tropical "feathered children" would not survive.
~ 3 l C Q U W . - b u tw e shalfiall
It is with breath-holding last-gasp hope
her Jackie f o r she shall be a
that it appears a 'Church", homebased in
Arizona, has made final arrangements,
"successor" and
rightfuny
through ones of YOU, to own the property.
The K C and allied criminalshave done every guided shall be one w h o wwl
last-ditch effort to disallow the transaction
"seize the moment" andrealize
from happening-to cause the charges to be
the "Achilles 'heel'in the armor
dmpped against ALL parties involved in the
fraud to date. All requirements have man- of the adversary". W e shaCC
aged to be met, however, and it is interesting
recognize h e r other label as
to see what new and different damages the
enemycando from hour to hour. But, it looks
Dine& w h i c h h n m s hermother
like the property will transfer to the Church,
at which time there will be allowance for a n d i s a refkction of the "moon"
remaining in and on the property until other
t o balance Andy's representaarrangements can be made for whatever
tion of the '"sn". NO-Jack
comes next. This means the tents are stillup
and the moving dollies by the d o o r s b u t
and Diane do not reafize this
hope looms on the horizon without the need
information-they
just
to cover the criminals in their actions. The
property is lost to the Ekkers but the final
"thought" t h e y nanied t h e i r
chapter has not yet been written!
baby girl. Godworks in mysteWill the 'Justice" systembe cleansed and
returned to Constitutionby this case? NO! It
rious w a y s His wishes t o be
will hardly be impacted AT ALG-but look at
the myriad of lessons you have experienced
known! W e experienceda home
from this ONE focus and how much has been
birth with so m a n y loving ones
gained in knowledge through these seemlngly endless encounters. YOU ARE GOING
having this babe that there w a s
TO HAVE TO WORK WITHIN THE STRUChardly roomf o r the Mot her and
TURED SYSTEM-AS IT E X I S M F YOU
ARE TO SURVIVE AND EVER AGAIN HOPE
6a6e but a K witnessedperfecTO FIND FREEDOM ONTHEPIANETEARl'H.
tion in Go& perfect creation,
Examplesand working lessons in experience
ARE THE ONLY TEACHERS OF WORTHY
timing andproduction. T o r you
NOTE. Through all these recent upheavals
beloved "astrologers'~slie w a s
and seemingly painful and disastrous impacts-Y OU HAVE LEARNED INFINRELY.
born at 6 2 6 A.M., Saturday,
You have learned that by doing that which we
M a r c h 13th.
have shared with you-will see you through
in good stead, stability and nicely 'alive".
W e now Cook f o r w a r d t o our
There is no possible way to .impressupon
other Gaia productions f r o m
you enough-you must liveandworkwithin
the system as it now -1
you will not be
e n n y a n d x a t fiy-in short orallowed to survive and, at the least, func-

23eautifiu6 New Arrival
l o The Ground Crew
der!
~ Those
~ w h of o l l m the

7ath of GodshaKflburishfor aCC
shall be performed within the
system as laidforth.
Pkase, out there, W O W that
w e r e a l i z e t h e r e a r e these
m i r a c k s arriving e v e r y d a y
a n d that there are the energies
a d d e d u n t o tfie list each moment--perhaps w e sfialineeda
'Tradle ROE' so as t o honor
each blessedchildas they come
forthandasparentsandgradparents w o u l d wish t o sharethis is the OB'IOUSpromise of
God in its fuCCest fomt. l l i e
reason w e announce these CittCe
arrivaCs is that h u n d r e h of you
constantly ask andattendthese
ones as they share with you in
t f k v e r y p h y s i c a l structuring
of your p a t h w a y and he& you
build the v e r y foundations of
actions and intake w hic h shall
see you through. (Didn't think
of the jobs in THAI WAY diX
you??? a'Thowers of the w a y ,
perliaps?'y Ah, it is blessed t o
see the young Ceaders assume
their r o k s and n o t e v e n see it
cast u p o n them.
This is the w a y it m u s t be, in
peace and sharing, come the
elders t o bear the banner and
set the stage-then the youth
can come and fill their roles
andprepare f o r those w h o shaE
bring you home! Is it not a v e r y
goodplan? Indeed!
#
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and what continue to be signs and clues of
that is betweem you and God und- ALL that which IS wrong all about you. However,
&cumstan-)
to utilize that which i s our thrust shall never be violence in any
made into the law of the land. Violemt way-nor inciting to any civil disobedience.
revolution and battled h d m d h a t i o n YOU let it go wrong within the system and,
willbutget many millionsdain. Letususe now, you must bring it again into "right"
WISDOM IN ALL THIN- AND WALK O m - within the system.
TLY AGAINST THE BIG GUNS FOR YOU
The U.S.,for instance, has been under
S H M HOLD THE UBIGGESTSTICKS"IN martiallaw since 1933-IT DIDNOT' JUST"
THEUNIVERSEATTHE PENNING OFTHE happen. Then in the early 1970syou placed
UFINALnCHAPTER!
the final curtain over f d o m under your
We can, and will, continue to write on Constitutional Laws. You are laughed out of
these things, tellingyou what hasgonewrong the courtroom ifyou even mention 'constitution. You do not need t o d t h e U d n
(for

tional rights" in a modem court hall of
'innjustice. Your Constitution, Justice System, Medical System and Religious foundations have been raped, ravaged, pillaged and
plundered. Even within your own households and places of partnerships you a r t
constantly set-up and the ways of the worldly
greed-mongers are about their work. Ones
with good intent fall to the hordes of those
who would tempt and pull you away from
the path of goodness into the fringes of
that which is totally of physical manifestation.

The 800- Year Oriental Cycle
And Connection To Khazars
3/14/93#1

HATOM

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The following comes directly from one
Tim Burns. I thankTim most heartily and
shall not give any location for each who
nears the gate of Truth is a target for
silencing. we shall, as in all instancesreprint as is:
This letter is directed to several entities
(people)here at this location, directly, but
we realize it is for all of we who struggle in
this journey.

Every day information pours in and, oh,
would it be wonderful to share every confirmation, every realization with you reade-perhaps
some day!
Nora has been my backbone backup
since joining me in our work and I cannot
express wholly enough my appreciation of
QUOTING:
her desire to be accurate to the last detail.
She, for instance, findsfrom information
February 26, 1993
flowing from an observant reader-that
she offered something she thought came
I am a late comer to your great publicafrom ones 'Grimm" only to find it actually
came from Hans Andersen. Just a word of tion, the PHOENIX LIBERATOR and the
comment nature is quite sufficient, Nora- JOURNALS. I have listened to Doris on the
for ours is NEVER the intent to do work radio and realized her greatness immediFOR ones, but rather, to cause ones to go ately. [H:She does take exception to this
seek and confirm. THIS is the manner in commendation for she only translates
which Truth shall be able to flow so that the for me and her perception would n w e r
'story" of progression can eventually be- b e one of ugreatnessnin self. I honor her
come accurate amid all the lies and fabri- for this understanding and yet, I also
cations. However, I shall NEVER leave thank Tim for his gracious and loving
Nora to face the critics alone as a singled support of a task a l l but impossible to
out scribe and record-keeper/researcher. perform.] I am saddened by the Ekkcrs'
There is no way to prevent errors in percep- struggles against this country's unnatural
tion or presentation from coming through legal system and the personal hardships
from time to time. This is the very reason they are going through daily. In the court
we must continue to cover things of cur- system they are contenders on a Zionist/
rent nature according to 'truth" so that Masonic playing field and will be judged by
someday this story, too, can be recon- Zionist/Masonic rules and referees. The
structed as to 'how it really was in those Masonic legal system will now use every
days of the Bird Tribes upon the landw+r pretense to bring action against the 'Instibetter yet-the day of the One World Inqui- tute" and bind it up. Their tentacles will
try to envelop everything and I fear the
sition!
As ones share with us, we will take every PHOENR LBERATOR is also their target. I
possible opportunity to share with you, the have listened to Dr. Coleman speak and I
readers. We realize we cannot please all of also spoke briefly with him. If his real
you people all of the time, or even some of name is Joseph Pavlonski, then I am 90%
you readers SOME of the t i m e b u t we sure that he is a 'real Teutonic' Pole, judgshall always effort to bring you as much as ing from his eyes and facial structures. I
we can from several revealing studies and have never met or seen this George Green
and therefore cannot estimate his cultural
presentations.

heritage except to caution you that many
'Jewsw use the name Green (shortened
fmm Greenberg). If he is not Jewish then
his recent actions against you are based on
one of two motives. He is trying to either
gain economically for himself or, like a
Judas, ingratiate himself with our Zionist
society for future political survival or both.
If he is Jewish, then a trap has been set,
you are now in its jaws, and he has now
stepped forward to slay and annihilate you
with the Zionist beast, the anti-Christ system. You are one of its great antagonists
and adversaries. You are the dragon slayers. You are the real patriots. p:Thank
you for very acute observationLut remember, THE TIME OF THE LORD I8 AT
WMD-AND THIS MEANS THAT GOD
STOP8 ULOSINGTHEM ALL"!]
You people are a great credit to your
race and culture, representing the cause of
allwhite Gentiles and, ultimately, the great
Chinese/ Mongolian cultures as well as the
Arab/Persian cultures. The Negroid race
seems to be tolerated for now by the Zionist/Jewish interests and hence theirmeteoric rise in the Zionist controlled U.S.
television industry in the last 10years, and
also the political promotion of this minority
to the exclusion of all others such as the
Native American/Mexican (abranch of the
Chinese/Mongolians) and the Japanese
and Chinese. This is because the Negroes
are the only racial branch who have never
historically fought against the ZionistJews,
the bulk of the race having been relatively
secluded in central and south Africa in a
tribal state most of the time. Those few who
saw through the Zionist veil were either
assassinated or relegated to obscurity like
Malcolm X or Farrakhan.
The history of the Teuton/Saxon and
PersianIArab struggles against the Zionist
Jews are well documented. But little is
known about the struggle between the
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Chin=se/Mongolh race and the Roman
Jews and later the Khazar Jews. It is why
the Zicnists do not pramote the Chinese/
Mongolian races, both Old and New World,
in Araer ica today.
i vuould like to touch on this history
briefly. It can be called the 800 year
Oriental cycle and is due to strike now in
the present time and culminate in W.W. 111
or 12rmageddon. If it does not materialize
now as proposed by Rene Noorbergen in
her colossal work titled, Nostmdamus Pred i d s the End of the Wodd (Pinnacle Books,
Windsor Publishing Corp., 475 Park Avenue South, N.Y., NY 10016, Copyright
1981.),then ourrace and culture are surely
doomed to such perpetual slavery and
mongrelization that a whole sew order of
nlan may arise in the future resembling an
insect species similar to the bees and ants
wherein the elite Zionists will evolve into a
speciaiizedr u m classmuch like the Queen
bee and her 'drones" but we will evolve
into a permanent slave/working class and,
who knows, maybe the two classes will
even lose the ability to interbreed by evolving into two separate sub-species. I say
this because I do not believe the undesewing
and weak should be entitled to miracles on
their behalf since God supposedly helps
those who help themselves. I believe that
either this scenario will evolve or the only
other one, whereby, in spite of our weakness, timidity, and stupidity, only through
a hellish blood bath due to the fast approaching 800 year oriental cycle which
will culminate in Armageddon and which
will so destroy society that society will
break back down into the Tribal states of
ancient times because the present world
economic and political systems will collapse and be extirpated completely. Hence,
the Zionists will lose control. So pray for
the Chinese. There is no 'easy' way out.
Why would Christ come down to save a
degenerate and weak White race who gave
up their freedom and birthright out of
laziness and ignorance? If He comesdown,
it will be with anger m d a hammer, the
hammer of God, the Chinese/ Mongolian
hordes, as he has unleashed against the
corrupt decadent west every 800 years, to
scourge and cleanse it. But now once
again back to our history.
In 395 A.D. the Roman Empire was in a
morally corrupt state of decay. The old
Republic had collapsed 400 years earlier
and the empire had been ruled by dictators
ever since. Besides this, it had just split
into two, east and west, Constantinople
and Rome. Back in 70 A.D. the Romans
had destroyed Jewish Palestine under the
Emperor Yespasian. A large fraction of the
Pharisee/Talrnudic Jews emigrated north
to places like Azerbaidzhan, Armenia, and
Georgia, then, over the Caucasus Mtns.
into southern Russia, the Crimea, and the
Ulcrain. In about 550 A. D. many of these
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Jews began to merge with the dominant handled m d h o d in Nevnda (LuVeKhazar race whose territory extended be- gas) henceforth. This baifdr d
tween the Black and Caspian Seasandjust layof protection for both pemom
north of the Caucasus and south of the and material.)
Don and Volga. By 700 A.D. they had
Meanwhile, back in Jerusalem in 70
intermarried with and converted the whole A.D., another large fraction of Pharisee/
Khazar nation to Talmudic Judaism and it Talmudic Jews dispersed into the Roman
became the State or national religion. At Empire itself and through it a few went as
first the Jews controlled the Khazar king far as France and Spain. The non
from behind the scenes but this was trans- Babylonian/Talmudic Jews at this time
formed later into adual Monarchywhereby were those who followed Christ and they
the real Khazar King became only a figure- were the first Christians. But by 400 A.D.,
head with no power and the second king, a 330 years later, the economyand politics of
Khazar Jew, held all the power. This Rome had become infested and dominated
nation's government followed almost no by the Carthagian Jews, Venetian Jews
other foreign policy or pursuit except that (the Black Nobility), and Palestinian Talof war, terror and blacknlail and lived on mudic Jews. These wealthy and powerful
the annual tributes paid to it by as many as Jewish cabals through their respective
30 differentraces, tribes, and nationswhich monopolies were choking off the very ecolived around it. The Khazar Jews main- nomic and political life of both Empires,
tained a ferocious standing army and held Constantinople and Rome.
all others in military subjugation. Any who
It was during this long period of decay
refused to pay annual tribute in food, and corruption that 'God'sent his hammer
horses, supplies, or Gold, were punished of scourge in the form of the yellow hordes
by the army. But we will return to them down as the Huns. This Chinese/Mongolater.
lian nation under their leader, Attila,
[H:Indeed, fmyouuoldreadenm,yes, brought both the East and West Roman
I do r e d m this is Jl'old hatm-BUT IT Empires to their knees and so weakened
IS NOT EVEN 'NEW HATm TO THOSE them as to make possible their further
WHO HAVE NOT EXPERIENCED ALL destruction by the Germans.
THE JOURNALS AND THE FIRST, ESP&
There exist only four descriptions of the
CIALLY, THAT BROUGHT DOWN THE Huns. Three are from Roman sources and
ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE OF B'NAI one is from a Gaulish source. Jordanes
B'IUTH AGAINST US FULL BLAST. In- stressed the small stature, swarthy comd d rre HAVE covered ALL of
plexion (dark),the heads were round and
dtimslc-hut them u e not tno o f shapeless, the eyes small and deep set:
yon w h o a m avid atudenk of oly.w h o "tiny eyes, perforationsrather than lights".
will remember it ALL, or even dgdfi- He said the nose was flat. Sidonius said,
cant amounts in nny event, We are not Their sight is there in two hollows bemet-out to cause
with our neath the forehead; while the eyes are not
presumed e a e m h 4 o r it be momt f-1- visible, the light that enters the dome of the
th to proclaim onm 'enemy o f skull can hardly reach the receding eyeaod'rumy". W e o n l y h a v e u a d ~ *balls." The Huns were of the Chinese/
opponents-WHO
=OW .NOT WHAT Mongolian race.
Attila attacked the Eastern Roman
THEY ARB: ABOUT! THE 'WORKERSm
IN THIS ADVERSARIAL ARMY WORK Empire and defwted its armiesand threatFROM TOTAL IGNORANCE OF TRUTH, ened to dismantle the walls of its capitd,
WHAT THEY t3ERVE OR, EVEN, WHAT Constantinople. The Emperor a @ ~ to
d
THEY ARE ABOUT! HAVE COMPAS- pay a huge yearly tribute in gold to the
81ON-HWER uXATREDu FOR THEY Huns and did so for many years. Each time
ARE BLIHD FROM THE LAMBING FOLD. they failed or refused to pay, the Huns reI would most appmdata it if the d-conquered them and doubled the annual
runem of JOURNALS COP^ moat of tribute. The Huns maintained their h a d tbh information be pointed out to the quarters in Hungary, and t m d s the end
readers. (This would be JOURNAL 126, of Attilass rife, they made a push through
adled COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS -THE Germany and over the Alps and attacked
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS the Western Roman Empire. He defeated
and JOURNAL U28, d l e d OPERATION the Romans all the way to the Po River
SHANSTORM. Hotuever, some historical Valley but then decided to turn back and
aspects of the "busyw and uridespmad give up on the conquest of Rome because
Khmdan--Zionist web of wntrol uppear in Rome and Italy were in the midst of a
just about euery JOURNAL since they con- plague and famine and Attila wished to
bol everything of i ~ d a m to
e thepmsent save his troops. He returned back with a
world mahisee Our neu,cut*
will be out new German wife and suddenlydied in 453
ma} We u e working to get inventory A.D. The Huns soon after disappeared as
back into ability to didxibate so prob- mysteriously as they had appeared, out of
ably orderscanbe honored s h o r t l y d e nowhere. Two years later the Vandals
resource will be .tnrctured wparately, plundered Rome and 2 1years after that in

-
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476 A.D. the German chief Odoacer finally
deposed the last Roman Emperor Romulus.
800 years again passes and the Hammer of God strikes again. The year is
approximately 1200 A.D. In the west we
fmd Europe in the "Dark Ages", with all its
kingdoms and the Pope fighting one another. If they weren't doing this then they
were equipping the Crusades and fighting
the Moslems. When the Moslems weren't
fightingEurope then they were fighting the
Khazar Jews to the north. These three
civilizations fought each other for almost
1000 years, but none could prevail. Far to
the east was the relatively unknown Empire of China. To China's north lay a
desolate desertlmountain region harsher
in climate than Nevada and over 5 times as
large. If you could have driven a car across
Mongolia in 1200 A.D., chances are good
that you wouldn't have encountered a soul.
However, with some luck, you may have
seen a small tribe or two living in round
yurt tents and tending their horses. The
Chinese, by deceit and treachery, helped
keep these Mongolian tribes divided and
fightingamong themselves for centuries. If
someone had told you that this nomadic
people would conquer the world in the next
20 to 40 years, you would probably have
replied, what world? or, are you crazy? Yet
this karma would be in the future of a 13
year-old boy whose father had just been
killed and whose mother and brothers
were left by the tribe to die along a desert
river. Genghis Khan was the oldest son
and had to hunt rats, snakes, and catch
fish to feed his desolate family. This boy,
whose life was constantly threatened by a
new tribal chieftain, who never learned to
read or write, and who never had any
formal education, would become the greatest General, the greatest Conqueror, and
one of the greatest law-givers in history.
STOP QUOTING FOR THIS SEGMENT.

*
Dharma, we need to close this segment
lest it become too long and unwieldy. We
shall, however, pick up immediately with
this same topic, Genghis Khan.
Hatonn to stand-by.
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COINCIDENCE?
Since there are no 'coincidences", then
we have to assume that what is happening
in your 'news" presentations is coming
from interesting sectors of bearers. We had
a most interesting (and interested) caller
this morning, telling u s that CNN is now
making the 'Iranian Connection"with the
bombing in New York City. The words
were: 'It is amazing how the words used

are almost parroting THE LIBERATDR."
No, it isjust that eventually the TRUTH has
to be spoken in some manner to not call
undue attention to the contradictions. If
you keep attention placed properlyyou can
get the whole thing almost immediately by
what they tell you is "no connection". We
are grateful to get the feedback, however,
because I cannot give Dharma a chance to
monitor the non-news very often.
Let u s move back to our history lesson
which was in progress:
TEMUJIN: IRON SMITH--GENGHIS
KHAN
QUOTING, Tim Burns, letter of Feb. 26,
1993:
With only the ancient Mongolian God,
the "Eternal Blue Sky", and his extraordinary innate ability and genius to guide
him, this 13 year old boy and his future
sons and gradsons would go on to assemble the largest Empire in human history. This empire would eventually include
all of China, Mongolia, and Siberia, 90% of
the Moslem/Persian Empire from northern India to Israel, and 112 of Europe
including all of Russia, Moscow, the
Khazar/ Jew Empire, Poland, and Hungary. This Empire would continue on
average for 150 years but in some parts of
Russia and India for as long as 300 and
500 years.
His real name was Temujin, meaning
"Iron Smithw.He was born in about 1162
A.D. and in 1206when hewas44 he united
all of the Mongolian Tribes and took the
title of Genghis Khan. He then set out to
conquer his arch enemy China. He conquered Peking in 1215. In 1219 Genghis
dispatched a letter to the Moslem King who
controlled astapendous empire. ThisKing's
army numbered over 2,000,000 men, ten
times the size of the Mongolian army which
usually averaged about 200,000. This
King had over 400 wives and untold riches
and wealth. Genghis' letter stated that he
himself was now the King of the East and
that the Moslem leader was the King of the
West and that the two should be friends
and commence trade. The King agreed and
Genghis sent a large caravan of wagons
along with many diplomats, guards, and
relatives to visit the Islamic King, a trip of
several months. This caravan had just
entered the King's eastern frontiers when
he ordered everyone killed and everything
confiscated. Genghis then sent an envoy to
protest. The Moslem king beheaded the
leader and burned the beards off of the
remaining envoys and sent them back to
Mongolia. This mistake would not only
cost the King his life, but would lead to the
destruction of two empires, 112 of Europe,
and countless millions of lives lost, nay,
whole civilizations would cease to exist
without any trace, their cities, capitals,

and wallscompletelydismantled,and major
rivers diverted to wash their remains into
oblivion. Whole deserts would be returned
to their natural state.
Genghis prepared his army and in 1221
defeated the Moslem King and took most of
his empire from Northern India to Iran. His
grandson, Hulagu, would later destroy
Baghdad and conquer Iraq, Syria and Jordan.
What happened next is still considered
the greatest feat of cavalry in human annals. Genghis sent his favorite General,
Subotai, with only 20,000 troops north
over the Caucasus Mountains in order to
circle around the Caspian Sea and meet
him on the eastern side. In the Caucasus
the Mongols met and desperately struggled
with the Georgian Army but out-maneuvered and defeated them. A s he exited the
northern slopes and entered Khazaria he
met and engaged 3 armies from the old
Khazar suzerainty or alliance, the armies
of the Alms, Circassians, and Kipchaks.
The Mongolian band was vastly outnumbered but they defeated all before them.
This defeat accelerated the migrations of
Khazar Jew populations deeper into Russia via the Ukraine and thence into Hungary and Poland. The Russians in the west
became alarmed and assembled waniors
gathered from Kiev and the far dukedoms,
eighty-two thousand of them. The battle
lasted for two days and the Mongolians,
outnumbered 5 to 1, slaughtered the entire
Russian army save only a few survivors.
After this, perhaps for amusement, this
small band of Mongols turned south and
defeated the Crirnea and stormed the Genoese trade citadel. Their next idea was to
cross the Dnieper River to attack Poland
and maybe take on all of Europe. Just then
Genghis ordered them back, they had been
gone two years, it was now 1223. On their
return they paused to engage and defeat
the powerful Bulgar (the future Bulgarians) army, another Khazar Jew subordinate ally, on the Volga River. This small
Mongolian band, then, had defeated a half
dozen armies totaling well over 300,000
troops. They rode home in fine form,
loaded with glory, riches, and booty.
Genghis's old General, Subotai, would
return to Russia about 15years later, or 11
years after Genghis Kahn's death in 1227,
at the head of a full fledged Mongolian
army, which would be called the 'Golden
Horde', to conquer all of Russia, Hungary,
and Poland. This Golden Horde would
establish its headquarters in the heartland
of the extinct Khazar ckbw empire near the
Volga River, and these operations would
cause the last major migrations of Khazar
Jews into Poland, Hungary, and thence
into Germany. Not only was the Khazar
Jew Empire completely obliterated by the
Mongols, but its history was almost completely lost. The Mongolian Empire, how-
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ever, would continue on average for an- Chiang, their coolie, in his struggle against hydrogen bombs. If China takes Southeast
other 150years, with parts of it lasting 300 Mao. Mao was untouchable. Many times Asia for food, who will stop it? If China
and 500 years in Russia and India, as I during the revolution he lived in caves and takes Japan for mililmy production, who
slept on the ground; even later, as China's will stop it? How about if China should ally
have already mentioned.
In 1241, the Golden Horde (the Euro- leader in Peking, he still slept on the hard itself with the Arabians and Persians for
pean section of the Mongolian Empire) was wood floors, finding soft beds undesirable. oil? Will Israel be threatened? Please read
near the frontiers of Germany building an He couldn't be bought and his primary Rene Noorbergens' Nostmdumus Predids
army reaching approximately 150,000 wish was to unite and free his people from the End of the World. I believe she is the
troops with the objective of conquering foreign domination, much like Genghis only one who has gotten it right. She
Western Europe all the way to the Atlantic Khan of earlier times. In the 1950s,despite clearly delineates the two alliances to be
Ocean. It is estimated that it would have joint ventures and promises, Russia ulti- involved in the future world war. The
taken little more than a year. But the mately refused to give the atomic secrets to Western Alliance (composed of the Zionist
Supreme Khan, Ogotai, Genghis'third son, a non-Jew nation, so China developed her anti-Christ led nations of the United States,
died in Mongolia, and the Golden Horde's own Atomic bomb thanks to the timely Canada, Europe, and European Russia)
army was called back to its headquarters defection of an American Chinese scientist fighting against the Eastern Axis (composed of the non-Christian nationsof China,
near the Volga, while its leader, Batu, to China.
Genghis'grandson,wouldviewith hiscousKissinger and Associates announced a Asia, 213 of the former Soviet Union, the
ins, Kubilai (China), and Hugalu (Persia/ few years back that they were entering Persians, Arabs, and all of Islam. The war
Arabia),to become the SupremeKhan back China. This was an attempt by the Zion- will be, then, anti-Christ against non-Chrisin Mongolia. They began doing what ists, the Bank of England, and the U.S. tian.
What happened to the Christians?
Genghis had warned them against, fight- Federal Reserve to infiltrate and sabotage
ingwith each other. Thus, Western Europe China. Recently, Kissinger and Associates They are the economic and political slaves
was saved by the death of one man. If this announced that they had given up on their who will fill the Zionist armies in the
had not happened, then perhaps the Mongo- venture and pulled out of China. The West, just as they did in W. W. I and W. W.
lians could have changed history by subju- Chinese had kicked the Zionists out; they 11. It will be only through the destruction
gating Spain and England and thereby don't want them. Even now China is delivered to the West by the eastern
delaying the catastrophic rape, destruc- helping Iraq and Iran and buying weapons, Yellow Hordes that the bonds of slavery
tion, and pollution of three pristine conti- scientists, and technology from the former binding the Christians can dissolve and
nents, the Americas and Africa, and the Soviet Union. China may run out of oil in sever as the Zionist-controlled economic
domination of the world by the Zionist the next 20 years and she will need food and political systems of the West are
British C1.own. [H:Emphasis mine!]
when the next famine develops. The food is annihilated in the catastfophe. The price
Now, 800 more years is about to pass in Southeast Asia, and the oil is in Arabia. of freedom will be dear; it must be paid
since then as we reach theyear 2000 A.D., The Zionists and the Chinese are destined by blood and tears; there won't be many
but this time the 800 year cycle is not so to collide. In the book of Revelation 9: 14- left to cheer. The Orientals will once
well hidden as it was the last two times. 16, it speaks of a great army numbering again fulfill their role as the world's
The West is once again corrupt, decadent, 200,000,000 bound in the Euphrates (Ir~q).solvent or cleansing agent. It is either
and infested and controlled by Zionist/ How could such a host ever come about in this or perpetual slavery, take your pick.
Khazars (calling themselves Jews). Only that area, even in combination with all the The mass extinctions of flora and fauna;
China is independent and equal to this major nations, ifchinawere not somehow the pollution of air, land and sea; the
combined Zionist threat from America and heavily involved? It has been mentioned daily destruction of all that is natural
that the George Bush family has huge and beautiful on this planet; all this,
Europe.
The Zionist controlled British Crown private investments in China. If so, this because of the unnatural crushing weight
dominated India and China for over 100 makes Bush beholden to China, not the and mass of humanity-will be reversed
years and instituted the opium trade. other way around. Anv Bush family losses and brought back into balance in the
France, Britain's 10% junior partner, re- would be China's gain. That is why Bush aftermath of the catastrophe. The future
ceived Cambodia,Vietnam and Laos, about always pandered to China on trade, on the may then become brighter for all surviv10%of the Asian land mass in the bargain. Tiananmen Squareincident and every other ing organisms as the human beast, or
Ho Chi Minh was a Vietnamese statesman issue affecting China, because the Chinese race, is brought back into the natural
who eventually kicked the Zionist French had Bush where they wanted him. A balance of old with the other plants and
and British out of Vietnam. Now that the conflict of interest? Could a U.S.President animals.
China, as we have seen, will play the
Soviet Union has crumbled, Vietnam is rid be subject to blackmail for fear of China's
of them also. Mao Tse-Tung was a great good or bad will? How about the family's role of energizer mc!power-giver to restore
Chinese statesman who eventually kicked holdings and connections in the Middle new life and vigor to the East. China is the
the Zionist British Crown out of China in East? The super rich who control the press only super power independent of the anti1949. There were six Chinese revolutions and thereby the U.S. Government belong Christ Zionists. What about China's leadagainst the British domination of China. to an exclusive gentlemen's club and such ers? The seven men who control China are
One was led by Chiang Kai-Shek. He was issues are never raised since most of the in their 80s and referred to as the "Octogealmost successful, so the British called on members also have bloodied hands. The narians". Deng Xiao-Ping himself is now
their 112 Chinese-1/2 Zionist banker, the more U.S. investments go into China, the 87 years old. This old leadership can be
Sung family, who were the Bank of more instant U.S. lobbyists China gains, swept away any moment. I s there another
England's leg into China, and Sung nego- and at no cost. This is true for any country. military genius like Genghis Khan lurking
tiated with Chiang to give him his beautiful So let them invest their billions in China; underneath, waiting for the right moment
sister for a second wife, untold millions of when war comes, China will be the richer to ascend?
dollars, and the Presidency of China, if and they the poorer. China cannot lose at
Please see enclosed newspaper article.
Pleasefind enclosedmy work on Revelation
Chiang would sell out the Revolution. this game and she knows it.
China has full nuclear capability and and the anti-Christ, also,an open letter to
Chiang agreed to the terms and joined the
British Crown and sold out his people. The accurate delivery systems to anywhere on the Arabs and Persians. I have already
U.S. and British ever after supported the planet. China can build 100 megaton sent my work to many Chris*
churches
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and Arab organizations in the U.S. I have not
had a chance to send it to other countries yet.
This is strang
and I would like you to
publish it in the IJBERAmR and JOURNALS
under my name asaletterto the editor. Thisway
you do not have to take any responsi'bili~,the
pressure is already immense on yourselves. I
would also like you to publish this letter. Ifyou
find it too risky or in poor taste then you are
welcome to edit it. I am only w o w for the
cause. You people must use your judgement.
Your survival is of the utmost importance now.
I will be sending more articles to you in the
future on current events, my ideason who Ross
b t really is, and why Bush bombed Iraqafter
losing the elections. I talked with Eknt on the
800 number and I called from a public phone.
You mentioned in anarticlethatyourphonewas
tapped and I am a wanted man,wanted by the
Zionists. Any phone call can be traced. My
location must be hidden for now. I need a
reasonable amount of peaoe so that I can think
Iwould also like to visit you people one daywhen
I go to C a l i f ' Also, in the future, I want to
raisefundsforyourcause byappmachmg some
wealthy individualswho have been crushed by
the system. If the wealthy Jews can contribute
to their o ~ t i o n for
s conquest, then why
can't somewealthy Gentiles contribute toyours
for tsumiml? I have some people in mind visit

"

inthef~-.~cano*~o~eandp~thatyour
work continuesand thatyou sunrivethe present
ordeals.
Respedfdly with love,
lhWuns
P.S.: If there is anyway that I can help that
cause, then to that e$& can I take some
.PEND QUOTE.

calally. As anationalleader,Yangnow is second
in influence only to Deng.
Communist Party General'SecretaryJiang
Zemin, 65, and Premier Li, 63, while titular
heads of the party and government,in factsexve
only at the pleasure of their elders. This d t y
was dmmatically demonstrated in the events of
three years ago that led to Jiang's elevation.
The decision to use violence 'tocrush the prodemocracy denomonstrations that engulfed
Beijing in the spring of 1989 was essentially
imposed by eight ocbgena&ms: Deng, Yang.,
ChenYun, LiXiannian, PengZhen,WangZhen,
Bo Yibo and Song Renqiong.
These so-called 'Elght Elders"-too weak
physically and mentally to actually run the
country day by day, but too p o w d to be
pushed aside-still exexise veto power over
major policy and persorinel decisions.
Theydonthavearduousworkschedulesnone of them except Yang work m m than an
hour or two a day," said a Western diplomat.
In recent months, most of the eight have
dropped out of sight. The people now await the
elders' passing with uneasy anticipation, unsure whether the looming genenational change
augurs gmier M o m and economicpmgess
or an eruption of chaosand bloodshed.

OLD LEADERS ON
IUIST LEG6

Then, I find it interesting as to how far and
wide valuable information can &date for the
next article comes around about h m the Salt
Luke W n e ,Jan. 13,1992. QUOTING:
WILL DEATHS BRING CHAOS OR FREE
DOM? W W R O M THE LOS ANGEES
7WES) When Resident Yang; Shangkun left
here foramutine* t h y trip to Singaporeand
M a l a .m
e
r LiFkngoffered some&&
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THIS VOLUME SHALL BE TITLED:

TO ALL MY
+*+ CHZZDREN

WORLD TURNS

INTO THE TIME OF THE FIRE-PIT
FROM THE GOURD OF ASHES TURNS
THE CYCLES OF EXPERIENCE-MAY
YOU SEE AND HEAR THAT YE SHALL
H O W WIIAT TO EXPECT FROM THAT
WHICH IS.
IF YOU KNOW NOT THAT WHICH
WAS AND IS-YOU SHALL NOT FIND
THAT WHICH WILL BE!

DEDICATION

advice.

Won't let yowsdf get too busy," Li counseled Yang while shaking hands at a brief
departure ceremony in the Great Hall of the
Mple lastweek.
Yang, a sturdy84-~ear+ld,bantered briefly
with Li, then headed for the airport.

their real conditions But indications am that a
wave of deaths may come this year.
END OF QUOTING

And sothepemivedtirneand sxietal structure of the planet tums ever revohring on the
wheel of eqmsdori-to repeat itself time after
time in changes only accoto the level of
howledge of each e x p e r i e n technology
~
becomesgreat,islost and then again, refounded
upon that which evolved from the heap of ashes
in the &-pits. And so, too,tums the world ever
revohhg, ever -er
expressing that
which is itsbindingsupon that which is capable
ofexpressionin life-form. Whereshallye onesbe
inthischangingcycleasit comesuponitsawn
beginning? Rrhaps t h m sha3l only be the
hopeful finding.ofthe Truth buried somewhere
in the axhhesof anew civilation, such as this,
which shall tell the tale of "how it was"! And so,
we look onward to see that which evohes AS
THE WORLD TURNS!
I AM-" 'ATON'"-WHO
MIGHT YE
BE?

Latest JOURNAL Goes To Press

AS THE
CHINA'S

China is so secretive about the health of
senior leaders 'that it is impossi'ble to be sure of

I dedicate this volume to one, Tim
Burns,who silently but surely reassures
Dharma that-though
her hands be
stilled and her voice silenced for any
reason-through ones such as Tim and
the other unsung and unseen voices of
Li'swords,h~weverpleasantandrespectful,Truth-shall flow the word and the hishedanimplidtacknowledgrnentofthecen- tory of your species. Thank you.
tralfact of politid life here: The men who mdly
rule Chinaare old. Yang is one of the few who is
INTRODUCTION
not also sick or feeble.
WithDengXiaoping,87, slowlyf8ding,and
To this volume there needs be no
the other
power-holders rumored 'Introduction" for it is a compilation of
to be hospitzilizd, Yang plays an n
i-&
that which explains itself-bravely, by
important mle as Deng'smost important politi- the daring who stand forth in Truth and

risk-that YOU might have vision and
understanding against that day which is
upon you when freedom shall have vanished from the face of your nation-and
the defenses, priorly your foundationare ripped away and buried in the destruction of your Constitution.
You can survive within the systembut the days of 'fighting" the system are
gone, alas, my beloved brothers. You
didn't see this day coming and, yet, it
has come upon you-this "world 2000".
But you shall see that it too shall perish
in the rubble of the fire-pit for there is yet
an enemy of 'thine enemy of freedom" at
the threshold of mighty battle. No, I
speak not of the Hosts of God-I speak of
the massive annihilators of the globe. All
things can be 'timed" by the sequence of
events as they unfold and the time of the
'hordes" is close upon you and almost
none know who they be.
The LIBERATOR and the PHOENIX
JOURNALS are not touted as a voice of
freedom of patriots. It is Word of Truth
unto the peoples of the globe-THE
WORD, that you might see and hear.
Those who would use THE WORD for
worldly gain and placement-shall be
brought down for it is come through the
Hosts in the Name of God to His people
upon the lands--called Shan (Earth).
May your hearts be given into hearing
that you might find your way in the
darkness come upon your lands.
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Storms & Other Aggressions
(Continued from page 1)
assault by "Soviet" troops in Bosnia,
etc. Then in the next broadcast it was
changed to 'Serbian". No, they were
right the first time. AND, nice Americans-you are dropping supplies to them
under the illusion of humanitarian food
drops.
THE WORLD IS NOW MOVED INTO
AN ERA OF INTENSIFIED CLOSING OF
THE NOOSE ON ALL FREEDOM AS YOU
MOVE INTO AND UNDER THE POWER
OF THE ONE WORLD ELITE POWER. I
LOOK TOALTERNATIWES AND SEE NO
W A Y THAT Y O U IN THE UNITED
STATES CAN UNDO TNAT WHICH IS
DONSFINISWED. IF YOU RISE UP IN
OPEN W U W BATTLE WITH THE ADVERSARY IN POWER YOU WILL GET
SERBIAN FORCES
SII&ASHED AND THE BEST OF YOUR
Note the "slip" of the lip when CNN LEADERSHIP WILL BE KILLED OUTsaid there was a new and intensified RIGHT. YOUR HOPE FOR SURVIVAL

'lull" of "good times" right now-but it
won't (can't) last. It is not the deficit
which is hurting you, little ones, and
besides-the deficit will not be lowered
by false spending slashes OR increased
taxes. It is as within any household-the
Government spending must be stopped
(frozen, ALL of it) and a return to a
budget within which you are limited and
not allowed to go beyond those limits.
No, I did not say "balanced" budget. A
requirement of a balanced budget annually is already in your Constitution. The
'balanced budget amendment through
a Constitutional Convention" is a facade
to remove your total Constitution.

AND SOME GOOD QUALITP OF LIFEWILL REST UPONHOW WELL YOUCAN
FUNCTIONIN QKNOWLEDGE''' WITHIN
THE SYSTEM A S STRUCTUUED. This
approach may well allow you to go pretty
much unnoticed until the next major
distraction to the very adversary hits
THEM. That will be a n open war, chelas,
but you are going to be pretty destitute
as a nation by that time, so much of the
battle will rage on lands across the seas.
However, you will not go unscathed so
survival facilities becomes your most
important focus. The U.S. Government is
now focusing on absolute upgrading of
facilities for survival RIGHT NOW-they
are "making their lists and checking them
twice". You will not get help from the
government for your own needs except in
small and isolated "look how hard we are
trying" spurts for "show and tell". Salu.
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Gaia Resources

New Products
GAIANDRIANA
Gaiandriana is a non-alcoholic health
tonic which provides basic "foods" to help
cells, weakened by the stresses of modern
life, to return to a state of health.
The better our cellsfunction,the greater is
the staminareturned to our internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral
invaders. The end result is a feeling of wellbeing by, of course, being well!
The Gaiandriana (commonly referred to
as 'chondriana" in the Biological literature)
are capable of intellgent, organized attack
against cellular invaders like viruses. Think
of it as a 'pac-man" operation of sorts.
However, beyond that, the Gaiandriana are
capable of stimulating cellular structural
repairs due to damage caused by, for instance, kee radicals and cumulative levels of
so-called "background" radiation in our
modern environment. Healthy DNA and RNA
within the nuclei of our cells then lead to
properly fonned and concentrated enzymes,
upon which healthy cellular function depends.
Gaiandriana liquid is made entirely fkom
wholesome n a t u d ingredients.

batteries, then lead to impaired cellular functioning and health. Thus is the importanceof
Aquagaia, with its assirnilatable supply of
healthy mitochondria - like 'fresh batteries" for the body's cells.
The better our cellsfunction,the greater is
the stamina returned to our internal defense
systems, and the better we can counter the
constant onslaught of biological and viral
invaders. The end result is a feeling of wellbeing by, of course, being well.
21 11/93 #2

viruses than those mentioned above. AU
viruses known react in generally the same

manner.
It is known that many diseases are due to .
r e t 1 - 0 ~DNA
~ and the& are the most dfected viruses by the Gaia-chondrianas (living crystal for&). We, again, make no
medical claims-we are simply reporting in
an effort to explain WHAT takes place within
the cellular structures of living organisms. If
you really want to witness rem&&ble growth
in plants and good stamina and health in pets
and other animals-try a little of these additives asyou would vitamins or fertilizers. Use
in a mildlyvitamin C based solutionon same.
At transplant time for garden plants and
houseplants-wak their little root systems
in this natural and mild solution. Just add a
tablespoon of Gaiandriana, a few drops of
liquid vitamin C or Ccrystals to a quart of
water and let set for 48 hours-then it is
ready for use. It will not negatively interact
with anything other than perhaps harbored
viruses and disease spores and orgsnisms.

HATONN
NOTE

GAIANDRIANA AND AQUAGAIA:

To help in understanding the workings of
these organic 'pac-men" you must realize
that there is a protein covering "cap" on
viruses. The protein cap is centered on a
charged zinc atom and is the part of the virus
that recognizes and binds to DNA-in turn
allowing the virus to reproduce.
Aquagaia, in conjunction with the
Gaiandriana, knock out the zinc atom (a
simple 'chaqge" change),which renders the
protein ineffective. This is a breakdown of
'parts" of the GaiandrianamalelfemaleDNA
structure which release many working variants but frees the Gaiandrionettes or WAOUAGAIA
ers" to take out that zinc atom and pass right
into the affected cell. Without the "cap", the
Complementary to the Gaiandrianaprod- viruscannotreproduceand infectmore cellsuct, Aquagaia is also a non-alcoholic health further, the damaged virus feeds the
tonic which provides basic 'foods" to help Gaiandrianaunified cells and the circulating
cells, weakened by the stresses of modem mitochondria.
life, to return to a state of healthy function.
Healthy cells are not affected because
Aquagaia contains mitochondria. These they lack the zinc-centered protein cap on the
are the major biochemical energy 'proces- virus.
sors" within cellular metabolism. First, enThese "Gaia" compounds have an effect
zymes begin the breakdown process of or- on cancer cells because they stop an enzyme
ganic nutrients (likefats, carbohydrates and on the cancer cells from producing a "mesproteins)to intermediate substances such as senger" molecule that blocks a second enamino and pyruvic acids. Then, in the next zyme from attacking the cancer cell's DNA.
'bucket brigade" step, these various acid The compounds (Gaia) have been seen to
molecules are processed within the mito- actually take-out leukemia, breast, brain
chondria to release chemical energy recog- and colon cancer cells. We have no claim to
nized as adenosine triphosphate (ATP).
anythmg other than stating that people utiAbout 95% of the energy needed to "run lizing these simple and natural substances
the machinery" that keeps each cell going do show improved well-being and do report
and healthy is produced in the mitochondria. feeling generally and, often remarkably, imUnfortunately,themitochondriaareparticu- proved as to state of health, thought prolarly damaged by free radicals and cumula- cesses and stamina.
tive levels of so-called "backgmund" radiaThe obviousconclusion is that there might
tion in our modem environment. These well be good reports of better health and
compromised mitochondria, like half-dead faster recovery following infection by other

If any product you receivehas an unpleasant odor-it is from the finishing culture
process. Leave the bottle open toair and itwill
quickly dissipate. Then, dependingon taste
andpreferen-refrigerateafteropeningand
reclosing.
IMPORTANT: Do not mix the two,
Gaiandriana and Aquagah, together for
storage the Aquagaia (mitochondria)is
aggressive and begins to "eat" the
Gaiatndriana for fuel. They go about their
appointed tasks once ingested, but in
battle priunu they are not
compatible once the available fuel supply
is exhausted. Juices a m d e n t to taka
with the Aquagaia ?meamthe mitochopdriamust havethefPslddvedhmsame,
the most &A
juice being h m the
tropical uGuavanfrpft. Any juice is 5 ,
however, and is moat pleasant to intake.
Diabetics should utilles whatjuices
are avajlable om their food plan to keep
within the safe guidelines for calories and
other requirements.
The most innocuous and easy intake
available is simply a few drops and- the
tongue, both products Caterr at the same
time or at Mbrent timer of the day. Once
the uinitialnprogram is begun and maintenance is followed, cslCaiPly the drops
underthe tongue are the leartannoyingto
any daily regimen.

A-C-E ANTI-OXIDANT FORMULA
There is growing evidence that essentially
everyone in our society is exposed to fke
radicals, now more than ever. While free
radicals are normal products of our cells and
have certain beneficial roles in the body,
increased levels of free radicals in our body
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tissues canbe detrimentalto our health. Free around monasteries in Japan, where they Japonicus, Fungojapon Kombucha, Pichia
Fermentans, Cembuya Orientalis, Combuchu
radicals are hlghly unstable substances pro- still live today.
duced in the body through, among other
The name Ginkgo may come from the Tscharnbucco, Volga-Spring Champignon de
routes, the metabolism of oxygen. Free radi- Chinese Sanicyo or Y i h (Yin Guo),mean- LongueVie,Teekwass,K~wassan,andKmpmk
The Mffiu fungus constructs in a memcals multiply through a series of chain reac- ing "hill apricoe or "silver fruit". The word
tions and can attack the polyunsaturated biloh means "two lobes" and describes the brane fom and is a symbiosisofyeast cells and
fatty acids of cell membranes. Unless excess young leaves. Although modern medical M m t bactmk Among these bacteria are:
free radicals are neutralized, they can cause research focuses mainly on the leaves of Bacterium Xylinum, Bacterium Gluconicum,
considerable damage to the structure and Ginkgo, the Ginkgo fruits and nuts have been A c e t o w m u m ,and RchiaFermentans.
The Mffiu fungus needs to liveinasolution
function of cell membranes, and thus the used in China since time immemorial as a
teaand sugar. In
cells themselves. The products from free delicacy and tonic food. Ancient Chinese composed of common (black)
radical reactions are implicated in the pro- texts record Ginkgo's use as a medicinal the proper temperature environment they mulgressive accumulation of deleteriouscellular agent as far back as five thousand years ago. tiply constantly. Thqr do not build spores as
changes over time, which may eventually
The Ginkgo Biloba extract is a complex yeast normally does, but instead multiply by a
result in recognizable disease. Free radical compound. The green leaves of the tree are process of branching.
damage is implicated in the initiation and usually harvested from trees grown on planCHLORELLA
promotion of many cancers, as well as hard- tations in South Korea, Japan and France.
ening of the arteries.
Ginkgo is reported to have a natural a m Chlordlaisasmglecelled,M-wateralgae.
One area of Aging Research suggests that ity for the nervous system. It also seems to
free radicals damage body cells and cause the stimulate the vascular and endocrine sys- Believed to be the first fom of life with a true
pathological changes associated with aging. tems that, in turn, stronglyaffect the function nucleus,chlorelladatesbackappmxima~2.5
Besides being byproducts of the metabolism of the nervous system, possibly increasing billion years, making itpThrough
of oxygen, such as during strenuous exer- the capacity for normal physical activity, and the process of photosynthesis chlorella cells
cise,we also generate si@cant levels of free the flow of blood to the brain. Some research reproduce themselves by celldivision at the mte
radicals from the environment, such as from indicatesthe possible effectivenessof Ginkgo of four new cells every 17-24 hours. It was not
until the 1890s that chlorella was identified
so-called "background"levels of ionizing ra- in the treatment of Akheimer's disease.
Due
to
its
pharmacological
properties,
under
the micmscope. in naming it., the prefix
diation.
Cooperative defense systems that can Ginkgo is now widely used throughout Eu- chlor was selected to sign@ green, while the
protect the body from free radical damage rope for treating many forms of vascular sufieRu, indicatessmall.Chlordlaisthemost
include certain enzymes and the antioxidant disease. Inasurveyofpackagmginformation researched algae in the world and remains the
vitamins A, C, and E and beta-carotene, of European products, Ginkgo has been mostpopularwithmillionsof~nsumersworldwhich protect cell membranes from oxidative recommended for such ailmentsas headaches, wide.
. . sybcdamedwhde
~
i
a
damage. Vitamin E, one of the fat-soluble vertigo, innerear disturbances, diminished invitamins, is present in the blood as d-alpha- tellectual capacity and alertness as a result of fdandcontributes to the healthandgTPwthof
tocopherol and is well accepted as the major insufficientcinxlation to the brain, anxiety, and human cells like no single vitamin or mined
antioxidant in lipid body tissues. Vitamin E depression, to name a few.
podblycan.
G ~ o B i l o b a ~ c t ( 2 4isconcentrated
%)
is considered the first line of defense against
chkmdh is a&llemeEy high in puttin (m)
cell-membrane damage due to peroxidation. h m the leaves of the Ginkgo Biloba tree. The and amtains more than 20 vitamins and minVitamin E scavenges free radicals, terminat- h@ly s p e d i z d extraction p~rocessyields a erals, 19 of the 22 essential and nonessential
ing chain reactions and confining damage to 50:1conccentxate from the leases (50gxms of amino acids, enzymes and chlorella growth
limited areas of the membrane. Selenium leaf produce 1 gmn of extmct). The extmct is factor. It is one of the richest soumesofRNAand
contained in the enzyme glytathione peroxi- then further standardized to contain 24% of the DNA known and has twenty times as much
chlomphyilas a h l h , 10times more than other
dase is the second line of defense that de- active G w Flavoglycoddes.
edible aJgae including spirulina, and 10 times
stroys peroxides before they can damage cell
membranes. Beta-carotene, a precursor of
MO-GU ELIXIR
more than barley gmss.
CMmdaisa&wenharmer.
The
Vitamin A, also traps free radicals. Vitamin
The first recorded use of Mo-Gu Elixir was vitamins found in chlomlla cells include: VitaC is water soluble and serves to neutralize
fnx radicals in aqueous systems.
duringthe ChineseTsin-Dynasty in 22 1B.C. It m i .C, pxwvitamin A, Bamtene, chlomphfl a,
The antioxidants show promise as can- was derred to as" 'I)aeR
mf r b m w chlomphfl b, thiamine (BI), ribofkwh p2),
cer-prevention agents, alone and in combi- or ''I)ae Diuine Tsdaer.
pyridoxine (B6),niacin (B3),
pantothenic acid,
It has been well documented that there are folic acid,vitamin B-12,biotin, choline, vitamin
nation.
certain peoplewho live to be well pasta hunK, PABA, lipok acid,inositol and para-amin*
GINKGO BILOBA
of age. These people live in such anzs as bemmic acid. The m i n e d include: phosphe
(Ginkgo Biloba extract 24%)
the mountainousCaucasus,YakutiainSiberia, rus, potassium, iodine, magnesium, sulphur,
the Eoltqa District of the Ukmhe, Tibet and iron, calcium, manganese, copper, zinc and
The Ginkgo Biloba, or Maidenhair tree, is Spain. Thereisanamain RussiacalledK&qpok cobalt
The amino acids include: . lysine,
histidine,
one of the oldest living specieson this planet. where the people are a dairy- and vegetable.
e, serine,
gluGinkgo has flourished almost unchanged for eating populace. C e n t e h s are common arginine, aspartic acid, thmnnm
150 million years, and its ancestors can be amongthesepeople.Theyattributetheirlongev- tamic acid, pmline, glycine, alanine, cystine,
traced back 250 million years. It is because ity to theyeast EnzymeTea (Mo-GuEhhj which valine, methionhe, isoleucine, leudne, tyrsine,
of this antiquitythat the Ginkgo Biloba tree is has been in their diet for hundreds of years. It is phenylalanine, omithine, tryptophan.
The suggested dailyconsumptionis 3gxms
called the livingfossir. Individual trees are said that Mo-Gu and yak butter are staples
believed capable of living 2000to 4000 years. among the dwellers of the high l l h d a p s .
per day.
Mo-Gu hasbeenusedthroughout history in
During the last ice age, Gmkgos nearly beGAIA RESOURCES, LTD.
came extinct. These trees survived only in China,Japan,Russia, Korea,and India It has
P. 0.BOX 2 8 100
China and other parts of Asia, where they beensaid topmmoteafeelingofwell-being and
LAS VECAS, NEVADA 89 126
stayed until approximately 1,000 years ago. overall physical restoration. It has been known
For credit card orders, call (80s) 823-1644
At that time, Ginkgo trees were also planted by many names,some of which are: Fungus
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Announcing a service for
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Today's Watch phone
line carries news and
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